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Abstract 

 
A stochastic two-stage mixed integer linear programming model (MILP) has been presented that 
is able to identify the optimal combination of investment decisions, production allocation 
decisions and distribution decisions in a multi-product, multi-plant environment. The investment 
decisions are made in the first-stage ("here-and-now"), while the production and distribution 
decisions are made in the second stage after the uncertain customer demand scenarios are 
revealed ("wait-and-see"). The model maximizes the net present value (NPV) of the future 
investment decisions and the expected future operational decisions. The investment plan that is 
proposed by the developed stochastic model is compared to the solution that is proposed by the 
deterministic model for each demand scenario in isolation. 
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Management Summary 

 
In this thesis a stochastic two-stage mixed integer linear program (MILP) model is presented to 
make strategic investment decisions and tactical production allocation and distribution decisions 
in a multi-product, multi-plant environment. Five different customer scenarios with given 
probabilities of occurrence are defined as input for the model. For each scenario, a minimum of 
a predefined fraction of the demand for a specific product of a specific customer location should 
be fulfilled. All products that are not fulfilled in the period they are demanded are backordered 
and a backorder cost that corresponds to a minimum service level of 95% is included. The 
model maximizes the net present value (NPV) of future cash flows resulting from the investment 
decisions and operational decisions made for the upcoming four years. 
 
Both positive and negative cash flows are considered by the model. The positive cash flows 
consist of the sales of A-grade and B-grade fiber products. The negative cash flows consist of 
investment costs and operational costs. The operational costs considered are: variable 
production costs determined by raw materials costs, direct labour costs and energy costs The 
distribution costs consist of handling costs, import duties, transport costs, inventory (in-transit) 
costs, storage costs and backorder costs. 
 
The strategic investment decisions that are included in the model are: investment decisions to 
build a new production line at a certain facility, investment decisions to make a certain 
production line capable to produce an extra product and investment decisions to increase the 
production rate of a certain production line for all products that are made on the line. Before an 
investment decision is available for production, an implementation time should be elapsed. The 
implementation time depends on the time it takes from the moment that the investment decision 
to invest in a new resource is made, till the moment that the installation of a new resource is 
finished and the resource is available for 
production. The length of the implementation 
time depends on the type of investment 
decision made.  
 
The operational decisions included in the 
model contain the allocation of production 
hours of specific products to the different 
production lines and the distribution of finished 
products from warehouses to globally 
dispersed customer locations.  
 
A case study has been conducted at DSM 
Dyneema, a manufacturing company that 
produces powders, fibers and unidirectional 
materials for their globally distributed 
customers. Within this thesis, only the 
production of fibers is considered.  
 
Every production location has a number of 
PDY production lines and FDY production lines 
which all have unique production properties. 
The supply chain considered in this project is 

Figure 1: Scope of the project 
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shown in figure 1. The arrows indicated with number 1 are the UH material flows distributed 
from the UH stock point to one of the fiber production facilities. Every fiber production facility 
consists of a PDY production step and a FDY production step. The arrows indicated by number 
2 show the flow of finished products from the production facilities to the nearest warehouse. At a 
warehouse products can be stored or distributed to the customer locations which is indicated by 
the arrows with number 3.  
 
The model that is developed within the project needs multiple parameter values. A lot of these 
variables were already available, but some parameters needed to be estimated. A sensitivity 
analysis has been performed for several parameters for which the value is estimated in order to 
verify if the solution is stable with respect to other parameter values. 
 
Five customer demand scenarios that cover the upcoming x years have been investigated. The 
investment plans of every specific demand scenario are compared to each other. Every demand 
scenario analyzed in isolation resulted in other investment plans that should be used as a basis 
by a decision maker. A decision maker probably chooses the investment plan that belongs to 
the demand scenario which is most likely to occur, although it is almost certain that the scenario 
will not occur. Therefore, all demand scenarios were assigned probabilities of occurrence and 
were used as input for the developed stochastic two-stage model. The model creates one 
investment plan in stage one that is used to calculate multiple operational decisions for each 
demand scenario in stage two. The NPV that is calculated consists of the sum of investment 
decisions and the expected value resulting from the operational decisions.  
 
The investment plan that is determined in stage-one contains information about specific 
investment decisions and the years in which the decisions should be made. A decision maker is 
only interested in the decisions that need to be made right now. Decisions that are proposed by 
the model to be made at a later moment in time should be considered again if more information 
about the uncertain customer demand is known. The decisions that are made directly are 
available after the implementation time has elapsed.  
 
The stage-two decisions are made for every demand scenario individually. The production 
capacity for all scenarios is equal, because it results from the investment plan that is proposed 
in stage-one. The operational decisions made for every demand scenario individually, revealed 
some interesting findings:  
 

• Fibers are first allocated to one production facility. The variable production costs per mT 

of products produced at  that facility are significantly lower than the other locations which 

even compensates for the distribution costs. 

• Fibers are allocated to another facility if there is no capacity available at the first or if the 

products can only be made at that facility. 

• The new PDY and FDY production lines that will be available in xxxx after an investment 

decision is made in xxxx will for all demand scenarios initially be used for the production 

of the products: product 1 and product 2. 

The developed model should be used every year to determine a new investment plan that 
corresponds to the most up-to-date information available with respect to uncertain future 
customer demand. Every year the model is used, the parameter values should be carefully 
considered and updated to the latest available data in order to obtain results that bests fits 
reality. The model with parameters values for the project performed at DSM Dyneema including 
5 uncertain demand scenarios was solved in 27 seconds. It is expected that the time needed to 
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solve the model for more uncertain customer demand scenarios will grow exponentially with 
respect to the number of scenarios considered.  
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I can’t change the direction of the wind, but I can adjust my sails to 
always reach my destination. 
  
-Jimmy Dean 
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1. Introduction 

1.1. Introduction to the Project 

This master thesis is based on a project that has been executed at DSM Dyneema, a company 
that produces different types of fibers used in many kinds of applications. DSM Dyneema is a 
Business group of Royal DSM N.V. which is a global science-based company active in health, 
nutrition and materials. Many business Groups of DSM have a global manufacturing footprint 
and a global customer base. The manufacturing plants often have capabilities which overlap 
each other so that a majority of the product portfolio can be produced at more than one plant. 
Therefore, a number of strategies can be adopted within a global supply chain configuration; 
local for local, global for global, local for global and mixed variants. Determining the optimal 
allocation of production to plants and distribution to customers with the opportunity to invest in 
an existing manufacturing configuration is a challenge. 
 
DSM Dyneema would like to know how the allocation of production of fibers to manufacturing 
sites and  the distribution from warehouses to customer locations influence relevant costs, such 
as manufacturing costs, warehouse costs and distribution costs. Moreover, the company is 
interested to find out what investment decisions at current production locations need to be made 
to be able to make the forecasted fiber demand for the upcoming years. Forecasting customer 
demand is done by the marketing and sales department and results in an overview of the 
number of products yearly demanded at different customer locations up to 4 years from now. 
However, the demand forecast is uncertain and should be considered carefully, especially if it is 
used to support expensive investment decisions. A methodology is needed that combines the 
determination of the allocation of production and the distribution of finished products  together 
with an asset investment plan for the upcoming 4 years that is able to deal with uncertain 
customer demand. 

1.2. Assignment and Research Questions 

For this project, the following research question is defined1: 
 
What new fiber production line decisions, production line speed improvement decisions 
and capability investment decisions at existing production locations should DSM 
Dyneema make at which moment in time to be able to allocate fiber production to 
production lines and transport fibers to customer locations in such a way that the NPV is 
maximized for the upcoming x years? 
 
It should be noticed that a predefined customer service level should be chosen and the 
corresponding backorder costs must be defined to keep customers satisfied. Because 
uncertainty in customer demand will be considered, the expected NPV will be maximized.  

To be able to answer the research question, the following sub questions are defined: 
1. To which production line should what fiber production be allocated over time (definitive 

decision can be made later)? 
2. From which warehouse should what amount of fibers be transported to customers over 

time (definitive decision can be made later)? 
3. What specific fiber production investment(s) should be done (decision to be made now)? 

 

                                                 
1
 The numbers represented in this document do not correspond to the real situation of the company 
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Currently, DSM Dyneema is able to verify if future customer demand based on a forecast can be 
made at their existing production lines. However, the current allocation of production to 
production lines is based on feasibility only. The research question defined strives to identify a 
method to be able to integrate production allocation and distribution decisions and investment 
decisions at existing production facilities in an optimal way.  

1.3. Project Deliverables 

At the start of the project some key deliverables have been defined: 
 

1. A mathematical model which is able to identify what specific investments are needed to 

be able to allocate future production of fibers to production lines and to distribute them in 

an optimal way. 

2. A model implemented in a software package that can be used by an employee of DSM 

Dyneema. 

3. A sensitivity analysis to identify how changes in assumed parameter values influence the 

outcome of the model. 

It became clear that much effort should be put in developing an user-friendly method to answer 
the research question. An employee of DSM Dyneema should easily become familiar with the 
software package to increase the probability of successful adoption of the model in the 
organization. 

1.4. Outline of the Report 

The structure of this report is organized as follows: 

• Chapter 2 contains an analysis of the company in which this research is performed:  DSM 

Dyneema. First, a general description of the company is given, followed by an analysis of 

the supply chain structure. 

• Chapter 3 identifies what aspects of the supply chain of DSM Dyneema should be captured 

by the model (model characteristics) and defines the scope of the project together with the 

opportunities to improve DSM Dyneema's strategic supply chain decision making process. 

• Chapter 4 summarizes the general concepts and methods used in literature to deal with 

strategic investment problems. The literature found is used as a starting point to develop the 

model for DSM and to identify the contribution of this research for academics. 

• Chapter 5 describes the developed mathematical model which is used to answer the 

research questions.  

• Chapter 6 discusses the parameter values used in the model and the implementation of the 

mathematical model in the software package GUSEK.  

• Chapter 7 explains the verification and validation steps that are executed.  

• Chapter 8 presents the results of the case study conducted at DSM Dyneema. First, the 

results of the deterministic model are discussed and then they are compared to the results 

of the stochastic model. Also a sensitivity analysis is given to identify the influence of 

several parameter values on the outcome of the model. 

• Chapter 9 discusses some possible extensions of the mathematical model 

• Chapter 10 contains the conclusions of this research. Answers to the research questions 

are provided and recommendations for DSM Dyneema and further research are given.  
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2. Company Analysis 

This chapter provides an introduction to DSM Dyneema and the supply chain that will be 
researched within this project.   

2.1. Company Profile 

Royal DSM N.V. is a Life Sciences and Materials Sciences company using their unique 
competences in creating solutions to nourish, protect and improve performance. The company 
makes products for a variety of end markets which include human and animal nutrition and 
health, personal care, pharmaceuticals, automotive, coatings and paint, electrical and 
electronics, life protection and housing. To be capable of serving the end market effectively, 
DSM consists of five clusters all having their own business groups with their specific skills and 
capabilities as displayed in figure 2. DSM creates value for the three dimensions people, planet 
and profit. The annual net sales of DSM are about €8 billion and the company employs around 
22,700 people worldwide. DSM’s headquarter is situated in the Netherlands and it has facilities 
in five continents. Moreover, DSM is listed on Euronext Amsterdam. 
 

 
Figure 2: Royal DSM N.V. organization chart (source: DSM website, October 2012) 

2.2. DSM Dyneema 

The cluster in which the master thesis project will be performed is the cluster of Performance 
Materials (figure 2). Within this cluster the focus will be on the business group DSM Dyneema. 
The next part of this section will cover this particular business group. 

2.2.1. Producing Value for Customers 

DSM Dyneema’s end products are basically powders (UH), fibers (FS) and unidirectional 
materials (UD) which all have their own customers who are globally dispersed. A schematic view 
of the transformation of all products is given in figure 3. UH and fibers can be used as material 
for the next production step or can be stored at a warehouse from where they are delivered to 
customers. For every production step, raw materials are needed. All Dyneema products form the 
basis of highly specialized end items produced by customers which can be partitioned in several 
groups. For example: life protection, high protective textiles, medical materials and industry and 
offshore. 
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Figure 3: Schematic view of transformation of UH to FS and UD 

2.2.2. DSM Dyneema’s Delivering Performance Criteria 

DSM Dyneema focuses on developing innovative products for customers. By supplying 
customers with the best materials available in the market, customers will be encouraged to 
produce high quality products which enable them to stay competitive as well. Competitive 
customers are more likely to stay profitable for a longer period and as a result they will keep 
ordering Dyneema materials, making their selves interesting for building long term relationships. 
Thus, DSM Dyneema’s strategy is to develop the best products for their globally dispersed 
customers and build long term relationships with them. Hence, customer satisfaction is important 
to make DSM Dyneema’s strategy work. 
 
To measure how well customer orders are fulfilled (partial delivery is allowed), the performance 
of DSM Dyneema’s supply chain is measured by Supply Chain Delivery Reliability (SCDR). This 
measure consists of three dimensions: capability, reliability and complaints. 
 

• Capability: If an order arrives, specified by the amount of a certain product, it is checked 

whether sufficient stock is available at a warehouse to fulfill the customer order. The 

capability does not consider the handling time at the warehouse and the transportation 

time of the product to the customer. It is the percentage of customer orders which are 

available from stock at the moment the order arrives. 

• Reliability: Once an order is accepted, it should be delivered within the customer lead 

time. For every single customer a lead time is defined based on x or x days of order 

processing at the warehouse plus the transportation time to the customer. The 

transportation time is a fixed agreement between DSM Dyneema and the particular 

customer. Transportation is outsourced to a logistic service provider. The percentage of 

accepted orders (orders available on stock) delivered on time is a measure of reliability.  

• Complaints: After an order arrives at a customer, the customer checks whether the order 

is complete and delivered without damages. The percentage of orders delivered 

completely and without damages is a measure of complaints. 

Formula 1 shows how the SCDR can be computed. 
 

���� = ����	
�
� ∗ ���
�	
�� ∗ ������
���    (Formula 1)  
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The SCDR is a lower level operational performance measure and is not used for making 
strategic investment decisions.  

2.2.3. Decisions Based on NPV Analysis 

Another performance measure used by DSM Dyneema is the net present value (NPV) of 
expected future cash flows.  To calculate the NPV, all future cash flows are converted to the net 
present value with a required discount factor. Different projects can easily be compared to each 
other by comparing the NPV's realized for every particular project. The project with the highest 
NPV is evaluated to be the project with the best financial performance.   

 

 
 

 
Figure 4 shows how the NPV that is relevant for this research is computed. The future cash 
flows relevant within this study can be grouped in net sales, investment costs and operational 
costs. The revenues are cash flows realized by selling both A-grade and B-grade products. The 
investment costs are the costs made for installing a new production line, the cost made for 
adjusting a production line to be able to make an extra specific product and the cost made for 
installing an extra winder in order to increase the production rate of a certain production line. The 
operational costs can be divided into production costs and distribution costs. The production 
costs consist of raw materials, direct labor and energy costs. The distribution costs consist of 
transportation costs, handling costs, import duties, production costs, inventory and inventory in 
transit costs, storage costs and backorder costs.  
 
A clear distinction has been made between fixed costs and variable costs. Fixed costs are costs 
that are not dependent on the value of a certain variable while variable costs increase together 
with the value of another variable. Fixed costs are not affected by decisions made and therefore 

Figure 4: Calculating the NPV within this research 
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irrelevant in the context of this project. This research will focus on the effect of investment 
decisions on the NPV, therefore all costs that are considered should be dependent on the 
decisions made.  

2.3. An Overview of DSM Dyneema’s AS-IS Supply Chain 

As described in the previous part, DSM Dyneema produces three kinds of products: UH, FS and 
UD materials. This section describes the supply chain of DSM Dyneema in more detail. It gives a 
brief overview of Dyneema’s globally dispersed operations. A schematic overview of DSM 
Dyneema’s supply chain is shown in appendix B. It should be noticed that this overview is a 
simplified version of reality of the as-is supply chain in March 2012. 

2.3.1. DSM Dyneema’s Suppliers 

A lot of different raw materials are used by DSM Dyneema to be able to make UH, FS and UD. 
The availability of supplier materials has been investigated in another project that revealed the 
most important materials. 

2.3.2. UH Production Plant 

An UH production plant exists that produces UH which is either used for the production of FS 
and UD in the next production steps or sold to customers directly. The UH production plant 
transforms Ethene into different types of powders. Powders are shortly stored at the site or at 
the stock point, the distance between the site and the stock point is in light of the global supply 
chain structure relatively small. From the stockpoint they are transported to production locations.  

2.3.3. Fiber Production Plants 

There are x fiber production plants considered in this project. At these plants the same 
production activities are performed in a fixed sequence. First, UH materials are pressed and 
woven in an oven and partially drawn in the PDY-process (PDY: partially drawn yarn). Secondly, 
all PDY-products are fully drawn in an oven in the FDY-process (FDY: fully drawn yarn). After 
the FDY-process all products are inspected on quality and packed. Each production location has 
a number of PDY production lines and a number of FDY production lines, with every production 
line having its own capabilities, yields and production speeds. Appendix C shows the UH types 
used to produce PDY-products, which on their turn are used to produce FDY-products.  

 
After packaging and inspection, FDY-products can go into three directions: 1) they are stored at 
a warehouse and sold to customers, 2) they are sent to a warehouse from where they are sent 
to subcontractors who perform special activities such as assembly, splicing and twisting and 3) 
they are sent to an UD-plant as input materials for making UD-materials. Figure 5 shows the 
fiber production process as performed at the production facilities.  
 

 
Figure 5: Fiber production process as performed at production facilities 
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2.3.4. Subcontracting 

FDY products can be subcontracted to companies that perform some specific activities that add 
value to FDY products, such as assembly, twisting, splicing, cutting and coating. After 
subcontracting, the finished products are stored at a warehouse from where they will be 
distributed to customers.  

2.3.5. UD Production  

UD production takes place close to the fiber production plants. Within the UD production step, 
fibers are used to make sheets with different strengths for various types of customers. 

2.3.6. Warehouses 

In total x globally distributed warehouse locations where fibers and UD materials are stocked 
exist. 
 
In appendix B, the as-is supply chain of DSM Dyneema is presented that shows the structure of 
the supply chain at March 2012.  
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3. Scope  and Improvement of Strategic Supply Chain Decisions 

This chapter discusses the scope of the project and the opportunities to improve DSM 
Dyneema's strategic supply chain decision making process. First the scope of the project is 
presented, followed by a discussion of the opportunities that DSM has to improve their strategic 
supply chain decision making process. At last the supply chain characteristics of DSM 
Dyneema's supply chain are explained.   

3.1. Project Scope 

As discussed in the previous chapters, DSM would like to know how to allocate production to 
their different production lines situated at different production locations over time, what amount 
of what products to distribute from production plants via warehouses to customers over time, 
and what production investments should be done at what moment in time.  

3.1.1. Project Supply Chain Observations 

In the previous chapter the figure in appendix B is introduced which provides a schematic 
overview of DSM Dyneema's supply chain and goods flow as in March 2012. This figure is used 
to identify the supply chain structure that is dealt with in this project. First some observations will 
be discussed regarding appendix B, followed by the resulting supply chain structure for this 
project. 
 
Supply of Raw Materials 

Several suppliers of raw materials and catalysts exist that supply these materials to the UH 
production plant and the FS production plants. The supply of all raw materials is never a problem 
with respect to availability and supply, therefore the supply of raw materials will not be 
considered by the model.  
 

UH Production Plant 

The UH production capacity is assumed to be infinite and the model does not take UH 
production into account. 
 
UH Stock 

It is assumed that there are always sufficient powders on stock for the planned production of FS.  
 

UD Production 

Explicit modeling of UD production is out of scope for this project. The demand for UD materials 
will be converted to the need for FS materials that are used for the production of UD. The 
converted UD demand will be added to the fiber demand for the same customer location and the 
same period. 
 

Distribution of Fibers 

After production of FDY products, FDY is first sent to the nearest warehouse from where it is 
either shipped to customers at the customer area of the warehouse or to other customer areas 
via another warehouse. All warehouses are operated by logistic service providers and it is 
assumed that extra storage capacity is available after request without the need for an extra 
investment. Therefore, there are no capacity restrictions at the warehouses for storing products.  
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Considering all these observations regarding the supply chain structure in appendix B, 
adjustments are done to obtain the supply chain structure presented in appendix D. Next to the 
observations made above, also some project boundaries are set to scope the project.  
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Figure 7: Schematic supply chain overview used in this project. The meaning of the variables are explained in chapter 5 

3.1.2. Project Supply Chain Boundaries 

The boundaries set to come to the supply chain structure that will be investigated within this 
project are: 
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1. Modelling the UH buffer stock points will make the strategic level model too complex.  
Therefore, the UH stock points at the production facilities are not included in the project 
supply chain structure. UH stock that is not used for production of fibers can be sold to 
customers. In this project UH stock is assumed to be infinite, therefore selling UH stock 
to customers is not within the scope of the project. 

2. Packaging and inspection (figure 5) does not require a lot of resources and is never a 
bottleneck in the fiber production plant. Therefore, the packaging and inspection 
production step is not explicitly modelled.  

3. Because a strategic level model is developed, safety stocks at warehouses are not 
considered.  

4. Subcontracting will not be modeled in this research, because subcontracting does not 
take longer than x weeks in total.  

The project assumptions and boundaries explained above result in the supply chain structure 
shown in figure 7. The meaning of the variables are explained in chapter 5. 

3.2. Strategic Supply Chain Decisions 

Currently, the production lines at the production facilities are not operating at full capacity. This 
means that some production lines are consciously not used, because there is no need to make 
extra products to increase stock levels. Considering the current production lines, DSM Dyneema 
is able to produce more than it is producing at the moment. To be sure that there will also be 
sufficient production capacity available in the future, DSM Dyneema currently uses demand 
scenarios to calculate feasible allocation options. If no feasible option can be found for a specific 
demand scenario, an investment is needed to obtain extra production capacity.  
 
Three types of investments can be done which increase capability and capacity of fiber 
production at the current production locations. The types of investments will be explained below. 
 
Capability investment: 
 

The products that cannot be made on a PDY production line can be divided in two 
groups: products that can never be made on the line and products that can be made after 
an investment is done. If an investment decision is made to increase the capability of a 
line with a certain product the capability is available after an implementation time. The 
implementation time and the cost of an investment depends on the production line and 
the product for which the investment is done.  
 

Production speed investment:  
 

At every FDY production line a number of winders is installed. The number of winders 
installed at a production line varies between xxx and xxx winders and determines the 
production speed of that production line. It is possible to invest in extra winders to 
increase the production speed of a production line. If an extra winder is installed, the 
production speed for every product that can be made on the production line is increased. 
If a winder investment decision is made, new winders are available after the 
implementation time has elapsed. 
 

New production line investment: 
 

If there is enough space available at a production location, both PDY and FDY 
production line investments can be done. A new production line investment results in a 
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production line that is able to produce particular products with particular production 
speeds after an implementation time has elapsed. At every production location particular 
PDY and FDY production lines with specific properties can be invested in at a specific 
cost. 

 
DSM Dyneema wants to know what investments are needed and when investment decisions 
should be made. To be able to determine what investment decisions should be made also 
production decisions and distribution decisions for the future are needed. Because production 
lines are able to produce different products and the production lines are situated at different 
plants all over the world, determining production and distribution decisions is not straightforward. 
A lot of feasible solutions may exists and every feasible solution may result in a different 
investment decision that is needed resulting in different costs. Moreover, the planned production 
and distribution decisions depend on the forecasted demand for the upcoming x years. With the 
demand forecast being uncertain the investment decisions are even more complex.  

3.3. Supply Chain Characteristics 

To be able to deal with the complexity of investment decisions, a stochastic mixed integer linear 
program has been developed. The model determines optimal production, distribution and 
investment decisions to be able to produce the uncertain demand for the upcoming x years with 
a predefined service level by maximizing the NPV as explained in figure 4 in chapter 2. To cope 
with uncertain demand scenarios a two-stage stochastic optimization approach is used. The 
uncertain parameters are considered random variables with an associated probability distribution 
and the decision variables are classified into two stages. The first-stage variables correspond to 
decisions that should be taken here-and-now, before the uncertain demand scenarios occur. 
The decisions that should be taken here-and-now are the investment decisions as these 
decisions will result in an investment plan for the upcoming years. The second-stage variables 
correspond to the decisions that are made after the uncertainty is revealed: the operational 
decision variables. 
 
An overview of characteristics included in the model is given below. 
 
Multi-plant 

The model considers a supply chain consisting of more than one plant at different production 
locations. At every production location, multiple production lines may be available.  
 
Multi-product  

The model is able to deal with more than one product or product family. Every production line is 
able to produce a set of products. 
 
Multi-period  

More than one time period is included in the model. Within a period, products are produced, 
customer demand is fulfilled and investment decisions are made to install an asset in a following 
period.  
 
Investments in new production lines 

An investment decision can be made to build a new production line in an existing plant. In the 
model two types of production lines are considered: PDY and FDY production lines. For every 
production location, the number of lines in which can be invested is formulated for both types of 
production lines. 
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Investments in production line capability 

An investment decision can be made to make a production line in an existing plant capable to 
make an extra product. It is known beforehand what capability investments are possible.  
 
Investments in production line speed 

An investment decision can be made to increase the speed of FDY production lines in an 
existing plant. It is known beforehand at which production lines the production line speed can be 
approved. 
 
Implementation time of investment 

After an investment decision is made an implementation time elapses before the investment 
decision is realized and ready for use. The implementation time is formulated in model periods. 
 
Production-line allocation 

The model explicitly allocates production hours for a certain product to a specific production line.  
 
Volume flexibility 

The amount of a certain product that is produced on a production line is allowed to vary between 
a lower bound and an upper bound. 
 

Distribution decisions 

The model explicitly indicates the amount of a product that is transported from a warehouse to a 
customer location. 
 
Stochastic two-stage MILP 

The model is formulated as a mixed integer linear programming model that consists of two 
stages to be able to deal with uncertain customer demand scenarios. 
 
The model characteristics were defined to search for literature that is used to formulate the 
mathematical model for DSM Dyneema. The next chapter provides an overview of the most 
important conclusions of the literature study conducted for this master thesis project.  
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4. Literature Background 

This chapter contains the literature background for this project. After a short introduction to 
strategic investment models an important concept for introducing uncertainty in the models is 
explained, followed by an overview of models found in literature that describe useful 
characteristics for this research.  

4.1. Introduction to Strategic Investment Models 

The type of problem that is considered in this master thesis project is the strategic supply chain 
problem dealing with both capacity investment decisions in a supply chain network, and 
production and distribution decisions. Within a supply chain, a problem can be analyzed from 
different levels, in this study strategic supply chain models are analyzed. At the strategic level, 
the supply chain design is considered in order to find the optimal combination of assets within a 
network and to identify how the production, distribution and storage resources can best be used 
in an economically efficient matter. 

 
In literature, two approaches of analyzing strategic supply chain problems have been found. One 
way to analyze this problem is with a hierarchical approach where first the strategic design 
problem is solved, and secondly a solution for the operational problem is found. The alternative 
way is to model both strategic and operational decisions in an integrated approach where both 
the design of the production network and production decisions are optimized at once (Kallrath, 
J., 2002). A hierarchical approach may lead to models which can be solved much faster 
compared to models based on the integrated approach, which are often much more complex. 
However, opponents of the hierarchical approach claim that solutions can be infeasible if the 
hierarchical approach is adopted.  
 
Next to hierarchical and integrated approaches, another distinction that is made in literature is 
the distinction between deterministic and stochastic models. Deterministic models assume that 
all parameter values used to find an optimal solution are known in advance. The optimal solution 
that is found is only optimal if the parameter values remain constant. In contrast, stochastic 
models are able to take uncertainty of different parameter values into account by assuming 
probability distributions for the uncertain parameter values. However, the problem size increases 
with the number of uncertain parameters that are included in the model. 
 
The model that is developed in this research is a stochastic model that uses an integrated 
approach.  

4.2. Deterministic Models versus Stochastic Models 

A lot of deterministic models are found in literature, these are used to make strategic investment 
decisions. These models assume that all future information is known at the moment a decision 
needs to be made. This future information includes, for example, customer demand, production 
rates, production line breakdowns etc. In general, deterministic models are convenient because 
the information needed to use these models is limited. However, the user should be aware of the 
pitfalls of deterministic models.  
 
According to many authors awareness is needed when a mathematical program is formulated 
and some numbers are not really known, such as demand, costs, and production yields. Experts 
are often asked to provide correct data, or expected values are used to define a deterministic 
model (King, J., Wallace, S.W., 2010). In order to determine whether the solution proposed by 
the deterministic model critically depends on the parameters, sensitivity analysis is often applied. 
A sensitivity analysis is used to find out if the solution that has been found remains the same if 
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parameter values are varied. If the parameters can be varied a lot without changing the solution 
that is proposed by the model, the solution is called stable. 
 
Another tool to determine the stability of a solution found by a deterministic model is to use 
scenario analysis. With a scenario analysis a number of future states is explored in isolation. An 
optimal solution is found for every scenario that is explored, and the solutions of the scenarios 
are compared to each other.  
 
King and Wallace (2010) make the following statement regarding sensitivity analysis and 
scenario analysis: "Decisions made on the basis of sensitivity analysis and its relatives can only 
find solutions that are optimal for some fixed (i.e., deterministic) setting of the uncertain 
parameters." The authors state that sensitivity analysis is normally not a good framework for 
approaching uncertainty and make clear that deterministic models perform very bad in an 
uncertain environment. It is clear that deterministic models work best in deterministic settings. If 
future information is not known in advance, but uncertain, stochastic models are recommended 
to be used (King, J., Wallace, S.W., 2010). 

4.3. Including Uncertainty in Optimization Models 

Different types of stochastic models exist. Gupta and Maranas (2000) make a distinction 
between the scenario-based approach and continuous probability distributions. The scenario-
based approach tries to represent a random parameter by forecasting all of its possible future 
outcomes. The drawback of this approach is that the number of scenarios increases 
exponentially with the number of uncertain parameters. The size of the problem thus also 
increases exponentially. To overcome this problem, continuous probability distributions for the 
random parameters are often used at the expense of introducing nonlinearities into the problem 
through multivariate integration over the continuous probability space (Gupta, A., Maranas, D., 
2000). 

4.3.1. Robustness and Flexibility 

Wallace and King (2010) describe two types of decision variables: robust variables and flexible 
variables. Whether a decision variable is robust or flexible depends on the relation with the 
random phenomena that occur. Some variables are robust relative to a random phenomenon 
others are flexible. The choice to  make a decision variable robust or flexible depends on 
whether the decision is made before or after the realization of the random variables. A two-stage 
stochastic model uses both robust and flexible decision variables to cope with uncertainty.  

4.3.2. Two-Stage Investment Models 

An approach that is often used in literature is to divide the problem into two stages, which are 
referred to as "stage-one" and "stage-two" (Bertsimas, D., Freund, R.M., 2000). Gupta and 
Maranas (2000) call the first stage variables the design variables, because these decisions need 
to be made prior to the revelation of uncertainty ("here-and-now"). The design variables are 
robust, because they are determined before the uncertain parameters are revealed. Based on 
the first-stage decisions and the realization of the random variables, the second-stage decisions 
are made ("wait-and-see"). These decisions are flexible, because they can be made after the 
uncertain parameters are revealed. In two-stage mathematical models the objective function 
consists of the sum of first-stage decision costs and the expected second-stage costs. 
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4.4. Literature Review Conclusions 

A lot of work has already been done in literature on optimizing supply chains at the strategic 
level. Most models include the opportunity to invest in new production facilities, warehouses, and 
transportation links between facilities, warehouses and customer locations. Although modeling 
the opportunity to invest in new production facilities is out of scope in the master thesis 
considered, the ideas explained in these models can be used to model investment opportunities 
at a lower level. The ideas can be used to model investing in new production lines at existing 
production locations. Investing in extra capacity at existing locations is also often a possibility in 
the models found in literature. Unfortunately, capacity extensions are mostly modeled as a 
possibility to increase the upper bound of the production capacity of an existing plant only. 
Explicitly modeling improvements of production line properties at existing production locations is 
not common. The characteristics defined in the previous chapter are used to identify useful 
models described in literature. A summary of the models found is shown in appendix A.  
 
In only two articles found, the opportunity exists to invest in production line capabilities. 
Papageorgiou, Rotstein and Shah (2001) developed a model for the pharmaceutical industry in 
which it is possible to make new products at a production location after a scale-up period, in 
which the technology transfer takes place from another site or from a laboratory. An extension to 
this model is provided by Levis and Papageorgiou (2004), who include uncertainty in the model 
by including the chance of successful clinical trials. In the extended model, investment decisions 
are made prior to the revealing of the uncertain parameters. The model of Levis and 
Papageorgiou (2004) is most similar to the model that is developed in the master thesis project, 
however, some gaps are found. The differences between the model of Levis and Papageorgiou 
(2004) and the model to be developed in the master thesis are: 
 
1. Levis and Papageorgiou (2004) do not include the possibility to invest in one particular 
production line. Only the opportunity exists to invest in a set consisting of a production line and a 
purification line, of which a maximum amount of four sets may exist at a service center.  
 
2. Levis and Papageorgiou (2004) do not include the possibility to invest in a capability of one 
particular production line. After a technology transfer, the whole production location is able to 
make the specific product. 
 
3. Levis and Papageorgiou (2004) do not include the possibility to invest in production line 
speed.  
 
4. Levis and Papageorgiou (2004) do not explicitly model the opportunity to store products at 
different warehouses, and to distribute products from warehouses to customer locations. 
 
Overall, a lot of useful modeling characteristics are described in both deterministic and 
stochastic models. The model of Levis and Papageorgiou (2004) is found to be most useful for 
the master thesis project. However, there are some big differences between the two models. 
The total model that deals with all characteristics described in this report is not modeled by any 
author before. Although, a lot of models describe useful mathematical formulations at the 
strategic level including investments in plants and warehouses, similar formulations at a more 
detailed level that include investments in production lines and production line capabilities are 
hardly found.  The combination of detailed investments and the two-stage formulation to deal 
with uncertain customer demand as is developed in this master thesis has not been studied 
before. 
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5. Mathematical Model 

This chapter describes the mathematical model that is developed to be able to answer the 
previously defined research question and sub questions. First the different indexes, sets, 
parameters and variables are introduced. Next,  the supply chain structure is further discussed 
with the use of figure 7 to get a better understanding of the developed mathematical model. 
Furthermore, the model period, the service level, and the backorder costs that are chosen to be 
applicable for this project are grounded. Section 5 discusses the relevant costs that are used 
within the mathematical model and in section 6 the model assumptions are described and 
justified. Finally, in section 7, the mathematical model is presented. 

5.1. Sets, Parameters and Variables 

In this section the indexes and sets, parameters and variables are introduced that are used in 
the mathematical model.  
 
Sets and Indexes 

 
Index/Set  Meaning 
 

� ∈ �   Customer locations  

� ∈ �   Production facilities 

��, �� ∈ ��  FDY production lines at production facility without     

   winder  investment option (�� ⊆ ��, �� ∩ � = ∅) 
��, �� ∈ ��  FDY production lines at production facilities, this set also    
   includes for every facility the possible new lines in which    
   can be invested 
��, �� ∈ ���  FDY production lines at production facility with long     

   implementation time (��� ⊆ ��, ��� ∩ ��� = ∅) 
��, �� ∈ ���  FDY production lines at production facility with short    

   implementation time (��� ⊆ ��, ��� ∩ ��� = ∅) 
��, �� ∈ �   FDY production lines at production facility with winder    

   investment option (� ⊆ ��, �� ∩ � = ∅) 
ℎ ∈ $   Demand scenario that occurs with possibility %&. 


 ∈ �   PDY products (fibers) 


 ∈ ���   PDY products which have a long implementation time if a    
   production line can be made capable to produce the    

   product (���	 ⊆ �, ��� ∩ ��� = ∅) 

 ∈ ���   PDY products which have a short implementation time if a    
   production line can be made capable to produce the    

   product (���	 ⊆ �, ��� ∩ ��� = ∅) 

 ∈ �()(�,�)  Set of PDY products for which PDY production line m at  
   facility f cannot be made capable  

*	 ∈ +   UH products (powders) 

, ∈ -   FDY products (fibers) 

� ∈ �   FDY production lines  

� ∈ .   PDY production lines 

� ∈ /   Winder sets 
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��,�� ∈ )�  PDY production lines at production facilities, this set also    
   includes for every facility the possible new lines in which    
   can be invested 
��,�� ∈ )��  PDY production lines at production facility with long    

   implementation time ()�� ⊆ )�, )�� ∩ )�� = ∅) 
��,�� ∈ )��  PDY production lines at production facility with short    

   implementation time ()�� ⊆ )�, )�� ∩ )�� = ∅) 
� ∈ 0   Periods taken into account by the model, � ∈ (−1…0) 
4 ∈     Warehouses 
 
Parameters 

 

Parameters  Meaning       Unit 
 

	��5,6,7   Percentage of 1 mT of product i required for 1 mT of  % 

   product k at facility f to ensure the right amount of  
   products are used, waste is also included in this  
   percentage, 0 if product k cannot be made of product i  % 

	8�5,9,6  Percentage of 1 mT of product j required for 1 mT of  

   product i at facility f to ensure the right amount of  
   products are used, waste is also included in this  
   percentage, 0 if product k cannot be made of product i  

�:   Penalty cost per mT if a product that cannot be fulfilled  € 
   from stock in the period the customer demands it per  
   period that the product is too late 

��   Inventory cost per period as a percentage of the value  % 
   of a product   

����5   Cost of building FDY production line at facility f  € 

���)5   Cost of building PDY production line at facility f  €  

��0   Inventory in transit cost per week as a percentage of the % 
   value of the products being in transit  

��;)5,<,6  Cost of making PDY production line m at facility f   € 

   capable to produce product i  

�� 5   Cost of installing winder set n at facility f   € 

�=)�5,>,7  Cost of producing one mT of product k (A-grade and  €/mT 

   B-grade) at FDY production line l at facility f, including  
   raw material costs, energy costs, labor costs and  
   maintenance costs 

�=))5,<,6  Cost of producing one mT of product i at PDY production €/mT   

   line m at facility f, including raw material costs, energy 
   costs, labor costs and maintenance costs 

��   Cost of storing one mT of a product at a warehouse in a € 
   period 

��0�?,@,7  Cost of transporting one mT of product k from   € 

   warehouse w to customer location c ( including transport  
   costs, handling costs  and import duties per mT)  

�0�5   Cost of using one extra FDY production hour compared € 
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   to the previous period at facility f   

�0)5   Cost of using one extra PDY production hour compared € 

   to the previous period at facility f  

�;$5,9   Cost of transporting one mT of product j from the  UH €  

   stock point to facility f (including transport costs, handling  
   costs and import duties) 

�A,@,7,&   Demand in mT of product k from customer location c in  mT 

   period t if demand scenario h occurs 

�	5,>,7   Percentage of production time of product k made on FDY % 

   production line l at facility f in which the B-grade variant  
   of product k is produced  

��?,@   Lead time (constant) from warehouse w to customer  weeks  

   location c  

)@,7   Sales price per mT of product k sold at customer   €/mT 

   location c 

)B7   Sales price per mT of the B-grade variant of FDY  €/mT  
   product k 

)��7   Production rate of product k at FDY production line l         mT/hour  
   situated at facility f  

)��.�/4
�5,>,7 Minimum production rate of product k at FDY          mT/hour 

   production line l situated at facility f, which is valid if x  
   winders are installed 

)��.C(4
�5,>,7 Production rate of product k at FDY production line l         mT/hour 

   situated at facility f if x winders are installed  

)�)A,5,<,6  Production rate of product i at PDY production line m        mT/hour  

   situated at facility f  

=							   A large positive number. Every time this value is used in  1/1   
   the equations, the value which is just big enough for the  
   equation to work is identified and used.      

�   Required rate of return per period.    %  

��   Minimum percentage of customer demand that needs to % 
   be fulfilled within a period for all products individually 

0C�A,5,>  Time available for production on FDY production line Hours  

   l at facility f in period t  

0C)A,5,<  Time available for production on PDY production  Hours 

   line m at facility f in period t    

;�5,>,7   1 if FDY production line l situated at production facility f binary 

   is capable of producing product k,  
   0 otherwise 

D?,7   Value or unit variable cost of product k at warehouse w €/mT  

   in terms of raw material and value added  

%&   Probability that demand scenario h occurs during T  % 
   periods. Every demand scenario occurs with a certain    
   probability and describes for every product, period and  
   customer the amount that will be ordered.  

E���
   Long implementation time in periods of FDY production 1/1 
   line investment 
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E���
   Short implementation time in periods of FDY production  1/1 
   line investment 

E4
�   Implementation time in periods of an extra winder at 1/1  
   a FDY production line  

E���
   Long implementation time in periods of PDY production  1/1 
   line investment   

E���
   Short implementation time in periods of PDY production 1/1 
   line investment  

E8��
   Long implementation time in periods of capability   1/1 
   investment at a PDY production line 

E8��
   Short implementation time in periods of capability   1/1 
   investment at a PDY production line 
 
Variables 

 
Decision variables Meaning       Unit   
 

���A,5,>   1 if investment decision is made in period t to build FDY binary  

   production line l at facility f  
   0 otherwise 

��)A,5,<  1 if investment decision is made in period t to build PDY binary  

    production line m at facility f  
   0 otherwise 

�;)A,5,<,6  1 if investment decision is made  in period t to increase binary  

   the capability of PDY production line m situated at  
   facility f by making it capable to produce product i  
   0 otherwise  

� A,5,>,F  1 if investment decision is made in period t to install  binary  

   winder set n at FDY production line l situated at facility f 
   0 otherwise 

)�A,5,>,7,&  Amount of product k produced at FDY production   mT  

   line l (both A and B-grade) at facility f in period t if  
   demand scenario h occurs 

�0�A,?,@,7,&  Total amount of product k shipped from warehouse w mT  

   to customer location c in period t if demand scenario h  
   occurs 

0)�A,5,>,7,&  Maximum time in period t that product k is produced at  hours 

   FDY production line l which is situated at facility f if 
   demand scenario h occurs 

0))A,5,<,6,&  Time in period t that product i is produced at PDY   hours  

   production line m which is situated at facility f if demand    
   scenario h occurs 
 
Variables  Meaning       Unit 
 

C�A,?,7,&   Average inventory of product k in period t at warehouse w mT  

   if demand scenario h occurs 

:A,@,7,&   Backorder at customer location c for product k at the  mT 
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   beginning of period t before the demand in period t occurs 
   if demand scenario h occurs 

��A,5,>   1 if production line l is installed and available for   binary 

   production at production facility f in period t 
   0 otherwise  

�)A,5,<   1 if production line m is installed and available for   binary 

   production at production facility f in period t  
   0 otherwise 

/0�A,5,&  Required utilization of FDY production lines at facility f  % 

   in period t if demand scenario h occurs 

/0)A,5,&  Required utilization of PDY production lines at facility f  % 

   in period t if demand scenario h occurs  
   at facility f in period t if demand scenario h occurs 

=)�A,5,>,7,&  Amount of A grade product k produced at FDY production mT 

   line l at facility f in period t if demand scenario h occurs 

=)�BA,5,>,7,&  Amount of B-grade product k produced at FDY  mT 

   production line l at facility f in period t if demand scenario  
   h occurs 

=))A,5,<,6,&  Amount of A grade product i produced at PDY production mT 

   line m at facility f in period t if demand scenario h occurs 

0�A,5,&   Number of extra FDY production hours needed   1/1 

   compared to the previous period for the production of  
   FDY products at facility f in period t if demand scenario h  
   occurs 

0)A,5,&   Number of extra PDY production hours needed   1/1  

   compared to the previous period for the production of  
   PDY products at facility f in period t if demand scenario h  
   occurs 

0=)�A,57,&  Total amount of product k produced at facility f in period t mT 

   if demand scenario h occurs 

0=))A,5,6,&  Total amount of product i  produced at facility f in period t mT 

   if demand scenario h occurs 

0=);A,5,9,&  Total amount of product j needed at facility f in period t mT 

   if demand scenario h occurs 

;)A,5,<,6  1 if PDY production line m situated at production facility f binary 

   is capable of producing product i in period t 
   0 otherwise 

 �A,?,7,&  Amount of product k stored at warehouse w at the end mT 

   of period t if demand scenario h occurs 

 �/A,5,>,F  1 if winder options 1 until n are installed at FDY   binary 

   production line l at facility f  in period t 
   0 otherwise 

5.2. Description of Supply Chain Structure 

Figure 7 in chapter 3 shows the supply chain structure that is researched in this project. A 
number is assigned to the different arrows in the picture to be able to explain it in more detail.  
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The arrows indicated by number 1 show the transport possibilities of UH from a stock point with 
infinite UH stock to one of the production facilities. All UH products transported to a production 
facility are used to produce PDY products within the same period. The production of PDY 
products takes place at one of the PDY production lines available for production. A PDY product 
can only be made on a production line in a particular period if the production line is capable to 
make that PDY product in that period. All PDY products produced at PDY production lines at a 
certain production facility are used for production of FDY products at the same production facility 
within the same period. Also multiple FDY production lines exist at a production facility having 
their own capabilities.  
 
The arrows indicated by number 2 show the transport of FDY products to the warehouse which 
is closest to the production facility. At a warehouse, FDY products can be stored in order to 
satisfy customer demand in the next periods or products can immediately be sent to one of the x 
customer areas, which is indicated by the arrows with number 3. A service level should be 
fulfilled for every product that is demanded by a customer area and products that cannot be 
delivered in the period in which they are demanded are backordered. 

5.3. Model Period 

Three options have been evaluated to make a deliberate decision regarding the time period that 
is used in the model: quarters, half a years and years.  
 
Quarters were found to be too short, because for some goods flow routes insufficient time is 
available to deliver the products within a period. For example, transportation of UH to a 
production facility and delivery of FDY products to a customer area might already take x weeks. 
If these products are also outsourced or transformed to UD products, x extra weeks are added, 
resulting in x weeks. Moreover, if the product is transported to a warehouse in a customer area, 
the transportation to the customer in that area also takes generally x weeks, which is x weeks in 
total. This is too long for quarters to be used as model period.  
 
Half years seemed already to be more suitable to be used as model period, because the 
shortest installation time is half a year and the longest lead time of x weeks is shorter than the 
model period. However, the number of variables caused the model to be very large. 
Unfortunately, it was not possible to run the developed model and to evaluate the results with 6 
month periods, because of time constraints given for this project.  
 
The periods that were found to be most suitable for the model are years. Most of the data within 
the company were based on yearly time buckets, such as the demand forecast. Because of the 
relatively short changeover times of maximal x hours at the production lines, changeovers are 
not explicitly modelled.  Also production disruptions caused by maintenance and small 
disturbances are not modelled explicitly, but are dealt with implicitly by deducting the idle time of 
the number of hours in a period to obtain the total time available for production. Implicitly 
deducing idle time is not possible if the model periods are too short, however periods of a year 
are large enough to be able to adopt this approach. Moreover, the number of variables resulted 
in a model that could be solved in a reasonable amount of time. A disadvantage of a model 
period of a year is that some implementation times of investment decisions are rounded, so that 
implementation times could be 6 months longer than in reality. However, being able to identify 
the year in which an investment should be implemented is detailed enough for the company. 
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5.4. Service Level and Backorder Costs 

The service level for this master thesis project is defined as the minimum percentage of 
customer demand that needs to be fulfilled within a period for all products individually. At the 
beginning of the project the assumption was made that products could be backordered. 
However, because the model periods of the model are chosen to be a year, this assumption is 
not always realistic. A customer is not always willing to wait a year for the product that is 
ordered. Therefore, a minimum service level for this project of 95% is suitable, which means that 
a minimum of 95% of a specific customer order is fulfilled in the same year as the product is 
ordered. Next to the minimum service level, also a backorder cost is included in the model. The 
value of backorder costs corresponds to the minimum service level that is required. It was not 
possible to calculate the backorder costs for every product individually because of time 
constraints. Therefore, one backorder cost is defined for all products that at least corresponds to 
the service level of 95%. 

5.5. Relevant Costs 

The goal of the objective function is to maximize the NPV of the net profit for the upcoming x 
years. The positive cash flows arise through the sales of both A-grade and B-grade products. 
The negative cash flows arise from the costs that are made to be able to produce the products. 
Figure 4 already revealed the most important costs that is dealt with within this project. An 
distinction is made between investment costs and operational costs.  
 
The investment costs consist of costs that are made to install the resource that is invested in at a 
production facility. The costs are incurred at once at the moment the investment decision is 
made. Only after the implementation time is elapsed, the resource is available for production. 
 
The operational costs are divided into production costs and distribution costs. The production 
costs consist of raw material costs, direct labour costs and energy costs and are modelled as a 
fixed amount per mT of product that is produced. The distribution costs are costs that are a 
result of keeping products on stock and of transporting products to customer locations. For every 
mT of product that is kept on stock storage costs  are charged based on the amount in mT of 
product stored in a warehouse. The costs charged if a product is taken from a warehouse and 
transported to a customer location include handling costs in the warehouse, transportation costs, 
and import duties and are based on the amount in mT of product that is transported. Also 
inventory costs and inventory in transit costs are taken into account. Inventory costs are based 
on the average value of inventory kept on stock at a warehouse and inventory in transit costs are 
based on the value of products that are transported during the transportation lead time.  
 
it is assumed that the size of the workforce is flexible from period to period. To prevent big 
deviations in the size of the workforce from period to period, costs are associated with the 
acquisition of employees for every increase in utilization compared to the previous period at a 
facility for the production of PDY and FDY products. 

5.6. Model Assumptions 

In this section the model assumptions are given and justified for the case study performed at 
DSM Dyneema. All assumptions result in a lower bound of the net profit and are grouped in the 
following structure: costs, investment decisions, transportation, supply of UH materials, 
production, warehouse and sales. 
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Costs 

 

1. All costs parameters are constant during T periods. 

During the development of the mathematical model there was no reason to assume that costs 
parameters change over the T periods.  
 
2. The cost of a backorder is independent of the type of product, the customer location and 

the period in which the backorder occurs. 

In reality, there are no real costs allocated to a backorder that occurs. However, the required 
customer service level corresponds to the cost of a backorder. Therefore the backorder cost can 
be set in order to meet a required service level, eventually without using a service level 
constraint. 
 

3. Inventory costs and inventory in transit costs are the same for all warehouses and 

transportation links. 

DSM Dyneema uses a fixed percentage per year over all inventory at all warehouses. The fixed 
percentage per week used for inventory in transit is also defined by DSM Dyneema. 

Investment Decisions 

 

4.  For every production line it is known for what products the production line can be made 

capable at what costs. 

This assumption is not completely true, because for some products a qualification step is 
needed first before it is known if the product can be made on a particular production line. Only 
investment decisions are included in the model for products for which it is known that they can 
be made on a production line after an investment is done.  
 

5. If an investment is done, only one negative cash flow occurs in the period in which the 

investment decision is made.  

In reality, multiple moments in time exist where negative cash flows take place if an investment 
is done. For every investment decision the phases that need to be passed are different. In order 
to make the model not unnecessarily complex only one negative cash flow occurs in the period 
in which the investment decision is made to be able to identify a lower bound for the NPV. 
 

6. The installation of an asset after an investment decision has been made can be done 

without disturbing the production process.  
Installing extra winders to increase the production speed of FDY production lines can be done 
without disturbing the production process, because the x potential extra winders can be installed 
at different positions. There is no risk for mechanics to be entangled in fibers. If a line is made 
capable for a new product, a new product is made on the line for the first time without disturbing 
the production process. The installation of new production lines is done at free floor space and 
neither disturbs the production process. 
 
7. The time it takes to implement an investment decision depends on the type of the 

investment decision and is constant. 

From the moment that the decision is made to install a new production asset till the moment an 
asset is available for production the implementation time is elapsed. The implementation times 
are estimated based on previous experience. The implementation time needed to install winders 
is estimated to be xx. The time needed to make a production line capable to produce an extra 
product depends on the location and specific product for which the line is made capable and 
varies between xx and xx. Moreover, the implementation time of new production lines also 
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depends on the location and varies between xx and xx. The periods of the model are decided to 
be years, therefore the implementation times are rounded up, to be sure that the implementation 
is possible within the assumed time that is required. 
 
8. A new PDY or FDY production line is capable of making all PDY or FDY products. 

New production line costs are dependent on the location and on the type of production line (PDY 
or FDY). The costs are estimated by x and are based on new production lines that are capable 
to make all products currently in the product portfolio. 

Transportation 

 

9. All transportation lead times are constant.  

This assumption is hard to justify, because there can always go something wrong. Some buffer 
time is added to the net transportation time to be sure that transportation can be done within the 
defined lead times. 
 

10. Import duties are not reimbursed after UH materials are converted into FDY products at 

a production facility outside continent 1 and transported back to continent 1. 

In reality, import duties are reimbursed. However, import duties levied on powders are small 
compared to the transport costs and handling costs and the effect of no reimbursement of duties 
can be neglected.  
 
Supply of UH Materials 

 

11. There is an infinite amount of UH stock available at the UH stock point. 

The UH plant is expected to produce enough powders for fiber production at least for the 
upcoming x years. 
 
12. If a container with UH material which is not fully loaded is transported to a production 

facility, only the proportion of the container which is used is paid for.  

In reality, only fully loaded containers are shipped. Because of the strategic level of the model, 
UH materials are only transported if they are used in a specific period.  
 
13. No UH stock is kept at the production facilities; the amount of UH material delivered in a 

period is also fully used in this period.  
In reality, a buffer of UH materials exists at the production facilities. Because of the strategic 
level of the model, the buffer of UH materials is not modeled. 
 
Production 

 

14. All A-grade PDY products made at a facility within a period should be used to make FDY 

products at that facility, because no PDY stock is kept at the facilities.  

There is a small space available at production facilities to store PDY products very shortly. 
Because of the strategic level of the model, all PDY materials should be used for the production 
of FDY products.  
 
15. Changeover times are small enough to be considered implicitly.  

Appendix F gives an overview of change over times at PDY production lines. FDY production 
lines have smaller change over times.  The longest PDY changeover time takes x hours. The 
other change over times are x. Based on historical data, the percentage of the total number of 
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production hours in a year of which production lines are available for production is calculated by 
DSM. The change over times are  also included in this percentage.  
 
16. The size of the workforce for PDY production and for FDY production is flexible from 

period to period.  
It is no problem to use less production hours at a facility in the next period, because the end date 
of employee contracts is flexible considering the time scope evaluated in the model. However, 
using extra production hours in the next period requires acquisition of new employees, which is 
costly and time consuming. The usage of PDY and FDY production hours and their 
corresponding need for employees should be analyzed separately. 
 

Warehouse 

 

17. There is no restriction for the amount of fibers stocked at a warehouse. 

DSM Dyneema outsources the warehouse activities to third parties. If more stocking space is 
needed, this can easily be requested from the third party.  
 
18. The stream for all products from a warehouse to the customer locations is constant 

within a period.  
There are no seasonality effects to be taken into account. 

Sales 

 

19. The price of A-grade FDY products is constant during the planning horizon of T periods, 

but may differ between customer locations. 

In reality, the price of A-grade FDY products may change in the future due to environmental 
forces. However, nothing is known about the effect of environmental factors on product prices.  
 

20. FDY B-grade products can always be sold at a low price directly after production and no 

distribution costs are involved. The low price is constant during the planning horizon of T 

periods and is the same for all customer locations.  

There exists always a market for B-grade fibers if the price is set low enough. 
 

21. Backorders at the end of period t-1 are added to the customer orders in period t. 

DSM Dyneema builds strong relationships with their customers. If no stock is on hand, 
negotiations take place to deliver the ordered products as soon as possible.  
 
General 

 

22. All cash flows that occur within a period are discounted at the end of a period. 

The periods considered in the model are years. It is chosen to discount at the end of the year, 
because all cash flows within that year are realized then.  

5.7. Mathematical Model 

In this section, the mathematical model that is developed is explained. First, the objective 
function is presented, followed by the constraints.  
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Objective Function                               (0A-0P) 
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(0A) Sales of A-grade FDY products during T periods 
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 (0B) Sales of B-grade FDY products during T periods 
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(0C-0D) Costs of new PDY and FDY production line investments (CAPEX) during T periods 
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(0E) Costs of investing in extra capabilities of PDY production lines (CAPEX) during T periods 
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(0F) Costs of investing in extra winders at FDY production lines (CAPEX) during T periods 
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 (0G-0H) Variable production costs (fixed cost per volume produced) during T periods 
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(0I-0J) Costs of extra PDY and FDY production line utilization needed for production compared 
to the previous period during T periods 
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 (0K) Transportation, handling costs and import duties of UH products during T periods 
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 (0L) Transportation, handling costs and import duties of FDY products during T periods 
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 (0M) Costs of backorders during T periods 
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(0N) Storage costs of FDY products at warehouses during T periods 
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(0O) Inventory costs of FDY products at warehouses during T periods 
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 (0P) Inventory in transit costs of FDY products (from warehouses to customer locations) during 
T periods 
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Constraints                                              (1-38) 
 

Investment Decisions for the Production of PDY 

�)A,5,< − �)A^N,5,< − ��)A^_>`>6,5,< = 0																					∀(��,�� ∈ )��, � ∈ 1. . 0)																												(1) 
�)A,5,< − �)A^N,5,< − ��)A^_>`c6,5,< = 0																					∀(��,�� ∈ )��, � ∈ 1. . 0)																												(2) 
 

(1-2) An investment decision made to build an extra PDY production line m in period � − E at 
facility f results in a PDY production line which is available for production in period t.  
 

;)A,5,<,6 − ;)A^N,5,<,6 − �;)A^_e`>6,5,<,6 = 0													∀(��,�� ∈ )�, 
 ∈ ���, � ∈ 1. . 0)															(3) 
;)A,5,<,6 − ;)A^N,5,<,6 − �;)A^_e`c6,5,<,6 = 0													∀(��,�� ∈ )�, 
 ∈ ���, � ∈ 1. . 0)														(4) 
 
(3-4) An investment decision made to increase the capability of PDY production line m at facility 
f for a specific product i in period � − E results in a PDY production line which is capable to 
produce the specific product in period t.  
 
Investment Decisions for the Production of FDY 

��A,5,> − ��A^N,5,> − ���A^_>5>6,5,> = 0																												∀(��, �� ∈ ���, � ∈ 1. . 0)																													(5) 
��A,5,> − ��A^N,5,> − ���A^_>5c6,5,> = 0																												∀(��, �� ∈ ���, � ∈ 1. . 0)																													(6) 
 

(5-6) An investment decision made to build an extra FDY production line l at facility f in period 
� − E results in a FDY production line which is available for production in period t.  
 

 �/A,5,>,F − �/A^N,5,>,F − � A^_?6F,5,>,F = 0											∀(��, �� ∈ � , �, � ∈ 1. . 0)																									(7) 
 
(7) An investment decision made to add the full winder set n=2 to FDY production line l at facility  
f in period � − E results in an increased production speed for some products k in period t and 
afterwards.  
 
Supply of UH Products 

J0=))A,5,6,& ∗ 	8�5,9,6
W

6MN
= 	0=);A,5,9,&																							∀(�, 
, � ∈ 1. . 0, ℎ)																																									(8) 

 

(8) The total quantity in mT of UH product j needed at a facility f during period t is the sum of the 
amount of UH product needed to make all PDY products made at a facility during a period. 
 
Production of PDY Products 

J0))A,5,<,6,&
W

6MN
− �)A,5,< ∗ 0C)A,5,< ≤ 0																						∀(��,�� ∈ )�, � ∈ 1. . 0, ℎ)																								(9) 

 

(9) PDY production at facility f is only allowed on PDY production line m if the production line is 
physically present during period t. Moreover, the total time it takes to produce all allocated PDY 
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products on PDY production line m at facility f within period t should always be less than or equal 
to the available production time of the PDY production line. The available production time is the 
time available for production only, excluding maintenance, small disturbances or setup times. 
 

0))A,5,<,6,& − ;)A,5,<,6 ∗ 0C)A,5,< ≤ 	0																								∀(��,�� ∈ )�, 
, �	 ∈ 1. . 0, ℎ)																		(10) 
 
(10) PDY product i can only be made on production line m at facility f if the line is capable to 
produce that PDY product in period t. 
 

=))A,5,<,6,& = 0))A,5,<,6,&)�)A,5,<,6																														∀(��,�� ∈ )�, 
, � ∈ 1. . 0, ℎ)																			(11) 
 
(11) The time that PDY product i is produced on PDY production line m at facility f can be 
converted to the quantity of that product made during period t with the production speed of the 
production line for that product.  
 

0=))A,5,6,& = J =))A,5,<,6,&
VU

(5,<)MN
																																			∀(�, 
, � ∈ 1. . 0, ℎ)																																						(12) 

 

(12) The total quantity of PDY product i in mT produced at facility f during period t is the sum of 
the quantities produced at all PDY production lines m available at the facility during a period. 
 

/0)A,5,& = J J0))A,5,<,6,&
0C)A,5,<

W

6MN

VU

(5,<)MN
																																∀(�, � ∈ 1. . 0, ℎ)																																											(13) 

 
(13) The utilization at facility f in period t is the sum of all production hours of the production lines 
m at facility f of all products i in period t.  
 
 

/0)A,5,& −/0)A^N,5,& ≤ 0)A,5,&																																			∀(�, � ∈ 1. . 0, ℎ)																																											(14) 
 
(14) The positive increase in utilization of PDY production lines at facility f between two 
successive periods t-1 and t is equal to 0 if the utilization difference is negative and equal to the 
difference if it is positive. 

 
Production of FDY Products 

J0)�A,5,>,7,& − ��A,5,> ∗
L

7MN
0C�A,5,> ≤ 0																									∀(��, �� ∈ ��, � ∈ 1. . 0, ℎ)																										(15) 

 

(15) FDY production is only allowed on FDY production line l at facility f if the production line is 
available during period t. Moreover, the total time it takes to produce all allocated FDY products 
on a FDY production line l at facility f within period t should always be less than or equal to the 
available production time of the FDY production line. The available production time is the time 
available for production only, excluding maintenance, small disturbances or setup times. 
 

0)�A,5,>,7,& − ;�5,>,7 ∗ 0C�A,5,> ≤ 	0																							∀(��, �� ∈ ��, ,, � ∈ 1. . 0, ℎ)																												(16) 
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 (16) FDY product k can only be made on production line l at facility f if the line is capable to 
produce that FDY product in period t. 

 

 �/A,5,>,F − �/A,5,>,F^N ≤ 0																																	∀(��, �� ∈ � , � ∈ 0. . 0, � ∈ �2…/�)											(17) 
 

(17) Winders can only be installed in a predetermined sequence at a FDY production line. For 
example, winder set n at FDY production line l at facility f at period t can only be installed if 
winder set n-1 is installed already. 
 

)�A,5,>,7,& = 0)�A,5,>,7,& ∗ )��7																								∀(��, �� ∈ ��, ,, � ∈ 1. . 0, ℎ)																													(18) 
 
(18) The time that FDY product k is produced at facility f on FDY production line l where no 
speed investment is possible can be converted to the quantity of that product made during 
period t with the production speed of the production line for that product.  

 

)�A,5,>,7,& − 0)�A,5,>,7,& ∗ )��.�/4
�5,>,7 ≤  �/A,5,>,FMZ ∗ = 

																																																																																																																	∀(��, �� ∈ � , ,, � ∈ 1. . 0, ℎ)	(19) 
4ℎ���	= = 0C�A,5,> ∗ )��.C(4
�5,>,7 

 

)�A,5,>,7,& − 0)�A,5,>,7,& ∗ )��.C(4
�5,>,7 ≤ (1 − �/A,5,>,FMZ) ∗ = 

																																																																																																																	∀(��, �� ∈ � , ,, � ∈ 1. . 0, ℎ)	(20) 
4ℎ���	= = 0C�A,5,> ∗ )��.C(4
�5,>,7 

 
 (19-20) The number of winders installed at FDY production line l at facility f at period t 
determines the production rate for product k which is used to define an upper bound for the 
quantity of product k produced.  

 

J J0)�A,5,>,7,&
0C�A,5,>

L

7MN

TU

(5,>)MN
= /0�A,5,&																												∀(�, � ∈ 1. . 0, ℎ)																																																		(21) 

 
(21) The utilization at facility f in period t is the sum of all production hours of the production lines 
l at facility f of all products k in period t. 

  

/0�A,5,& −/0�A^N,5,& ≤ 0�A,5,&																												∀(�, � ∈ 1. . 0, ℎ)																																																			(22) 
 

(22) The positive increase in utilization of FDY production lines at facility f between two 
successive periods t-1 and t is equal to 0 if the utilization difference is negative and equal to the 
difference if it is positive. 

 

=)�BA,5,>,7,& = �	5,>,7)�A,5,>,7,&																													∀(��, �� ∈ ��, ,, � ∈ 1. . 0, ℎ)																													(23) 
 

(23) A percentage of FDY products k produced  on FDY production line l at facility f at period t 
will be B-grade products. 

 

=)�A,5,>,7,& = )�A,5,>,7,& − =)�BA,5,>,7,&																∀(��, �� ∈ ��, ,, � ∈ 1. . 0, ℎ)																													(24) 
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(24) A percentage of FDY products k produced on FDY production line l at facility f at period t 
will be A-grade products. 
 

0=)�A,57,& = J =)�A,5,>,7,&																															∀(�, ,, � ∈ 1. . 0, ℎ)																																													(25)
TU

(5,>)MN
 

 

(25) The total quantity of A-grade of a FDY product in mT produced at a facility during a period is 
the sum of quantities produced at all FDY production lines available at a facility during a period. 
 
Balancing the Production of PDY and FDY 

 

0=))A,5,6,& = J J	��5,6,7)�A,5,>,7,&	
L

7MN
													∀(�, 
, � ∈ 1. . 0, ℎ)																																													(26)
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(5,>)MN
 

 

(26) The total amount of PDY product i in mT made at facility f during period t must be fully used 
for the production of FDY products, both A-grade and B-grade, at that facility during the same 
period.  
 
Inventory at Warehouses 

 �A,?MN,7,& =  �A^N,?MN,7,& +	0=)�A,5MN,7,& −J�0�A,?MN,@,7,&			∀(,, � ∈ 1. . 0, ℎ)														(27)	
Q

@MN
 

 �A,?MZ,7,& =  �A^N,?MZ,7,& +	0=)�A,5MZ,7,& −J�0�A,?MZ,@,7,&			∀(,, � ∈ 1. . 0, ℎ)														(28)	
Q

@MN
 

 �A,?MF,7,& =  �A^N,?MF,7,& +	0=)�A,5MF,7,& −J�0�A,?MF,@,7,&			∀(,, � ∈ 1. . 0, ℎ)													(29)	
Q

@MN
 

 
(27-29) The inventory level at a warehouse in mT of FDY product k in period t is computed by 
the inventory level of the previous period plus the amount of FDY product shipped from the 
production facilities during the period minus the amount of FDY product shipped to customers. 
 

C�A,?,7,& =  �A^N,?,7,& + 0,5n �A,?,7,& − �A^N,?,7,&o																							∀(4, ,, � ∈ 1. . 0, ℎ)										(30) 
 
(30) The average inventory at warehouse w in mT of FDY product k in period t is the inventory of 
the warehouse in the previous period plus half of the difference in inventory of the previous 
period and the current period.  

 
Delivering Products to Customers 

 

:A,@,7,& − (1 − ��) ∗ n:A^N,@,7,& + �A^N,@,7,&o ≤ 0																																	∀(�, ,, � ∈ 1. . 0 + 1, ℎ)				(31) 
 
(31) A backorder in mT of a specific product k should be less than the maximum allowed amount 
of total demand which cannot be fulfilled during a period.  
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:A,@,7,& = :A^N,@,7,& + �A^N,@,7,& − J �0�A^N,?,@,7,&
O

?MN
																										∀(�, ,, � ∈ 1. . 0 + 1, ℎ)				(32) 

 
(32) The backlog of customer c for a specific product k at the beginning of period t occurs if the 
total demand of the customer of the previous period for that specific product is not fulfilled.  
 

Non-negativity 

 

C�A,?,7,& , :A,@,7,& , /0�A,5,& , /0)A,5,& , )�A,5,>,7,& , =)�A,5,>,7,& , =)�BA,5,>,7,& , =))A,5,<,6,& , 

�0�A,?,@,7,& , 0�A,5,& , 0)A,5,& , 0)�A,5,>,7,& , 0))A,5,<,6,& , 0=)�A,5,7,& , 0=))A,5,6,& , 0=);A,5,9,& , 

 �A,?,7,& 		≥ 0																																																																																																																																														(33) 
 
(33) Non-negativity constraints 

5.8. Case Specific Restrictions 

For every case the model is used, some case specific restrictions should be considered. The 
case specific restrictions include decisions that already have been made in previous periods and 
will be available within the time frame considered by the model. Furthermore, production lines 
cannot be made capable for all products most of the time, therefore constraints are added to 
only make it possible to invest in capability investments that are really possible. Finally, start 
parameter values should be allocated to some parameters.  
 
Begin Restrictions 

 

The begin restrictions include investment decisions made before time t=0 which will be 
implemented after time t=0. 
 

J �;)A,5,<,6
q

AM^N
= 0																																																∀(��,�� ∈ )�, 
)																																																						(34) 

 

(34) No capability investment decisions have been made in previous periods t, to make PDY 
production line m at facility f capable to make product i. The implementation time of a capability 
investment decision can be maximal E8��
 periods.  
 

J ��)A,5,< = 0																																																		∀(��,�� ∈ )�)																																																										(35)
q

AM^N
 

 
(35) No PDY line investment decisions have been made in previous periods t, to install PDY 
production line m at facility f. The implementation time of PDY line investment decisions can be 
maximal E���
 periods.  
 

J ���A,5,> = 0																																																		∀(��, �� ∈ ��)																																																														(36)
q

AM^N
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(36) No FDY line investment decisions have been made in previous periods t, to install FDY 
production line l at facility f. The implementation time of a FDY line investment decisions can be 
maximal E���
 periods. 

 

� AMq,5,>,FMZ = 0																																																∀(��, �� ∈ � )																																																													(37) 
 

(37) No winder investment decisions have been made in the previous period t=0, to install 
winder set n=2 at FDY production line l at facility f. The implementation time of a new winder set 
can be maximal E4
� periods.  
 

Capability Investment Constraints 

 

The capability investment constraints prevent that investment decisions are made that cannot be 
made in reality.  
 

J �;)A,5,<,6
WrV(5,<)

6MN
= 0																																													∀(�	 ∈ 1. . 0)																																																												(38) 

 

(38) For each PDY production line m at facility f that cannot be made capable to make all 
products i, a constraint should be added that limits the number of capability investment options.  
 

Start Parameter Values 

 

The parameters that require a start value for period t=0 for variables after period t=0 are given 
below. 
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,  �/AMq,5,>,F 
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6. Model Implementation at DSM Dyneema 

The model developed in the previous chapter is able to deal with multiple investment 
opportunities. Furthermore, the model is able to make production and distribution related 
decisions. Production is allocated to specific production lines and the amount of fibers 
transported from warehouses to customer locations are quantified in the model.  
 
The model should be used as a strategic tool by DSM Dyneema to determine an investment 
plan that incorporates customer demand for the upcoming x years. The tactical decisions made 
by the model defining what products to be made on which production line over time and the 
amounts of fibers distributed to customers can give future directions for tactical planning.  
 
In this chapter, the parameter values that are used in the model and the implementation of the 
mathematical model in the software package GUSEK is discussed.  

6.1. Model Input 

Many parameter values are needed in order to run the model. A lot of parameter values were 
already available at DSM Dyneema, because the values are measured every year. The 
measured parameter values are defined as service level agreements (SLA's) that are used as 
realistic goals for the production facilities. Every year, new goals for the SLA's are set in order to 
improve the productivity at the production facilities.  
 
Although a lot of parameter values were defined by SLA's, some needed to be estimated. In this 
section, the parameter values used in the GUSEK model are discussed. 

6.1.1. Production Lines 

PDY and FDY production lines are considered. The current number of PDY and FDY production 
lines at each facility are displayed in appendix G. As stated earlier, investments in both new PDY 
and FDY production lines are considered by the model. The PDY and FDY production line 
investment options are given in appendix H.  
 

Available Production Time 

The percentage of time that production lines are available for production is defined by SLA's: a 
percentage for PDY production and a percentage for FDY production. This percentage is based 
on historical data on changeovers, maintenance and small disturbances. Hence, these idle times 
are not explicitly modelled.  
 

Production Yields 

Transforming UH in PDY and PDY in FDY products results in production yields. The 
transformation yield percentages are SLA's and were already available. The yield of a 
transformation depends on the product and the production location. Next to the transformation 
percentages also yields for the production of A-grade materials have been defined by DSM 
Dyneema: a fixed percentage of production time for a specific FDY product results in the 
production of B-grade material.  
 
Production Speeds 

The production speeds depend on the production line on which a product is produced. The 
production speeds are SLA's and were already available for production.  
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FDY Winders 

The production speed of a FDY production line depends on the number of winders installed at 
the FDY line varying from x to x. The speed increases linearly with the number of extra winders 
installed. It is possible to model the speed increase for every winder which is invested in, 
unfortunately, the solution time for including all winders individually in the model became too big. 
Therefore, only an investment in a full winders set of x winders at a production line is 
considered. The winder investment options are displayed in appendix I.  
 
FDY Production Line Capabilities 

The FDY production line capabilities are fixed over time, because no investments are possible to 
increase the FDY production line capabilities. The FDY production line capabilities were given by 
x. The possible capability investments are displayed in appendix J.  

6.1.2. Costs 

Costs with respect to distribution were given by x, based on handling costs at warehouses, 
transportation costs and import duties per mT of a specific distributed fiber. He also provided the 
storage costs as a fixed amount per mT per period and inventory (in-transit) costs as a 
percentage of the costs price for one period.  
 
Costs with respect to production were given by x. Data was found in SAP to compute the 
variable production costs per mT of a certain product produced at a certain production location. 
The variable production costs are computed by the variable direct labour costs, energy costs 
and raw material costs. Depreciations of production lines are not taken into account as they are 
not directly influenced by the amount of tonnes produced.  
 
Costs with respect to production line investments were estimated by x.  
 
x estimated the investment costs of the installation of extra winders and the investment costs of 
improving the capability of production lines.  

6.1.3. Uncertain Customer Demand 

The demand forecast is made at the marketing and sales department of DSM Dyneema. 
Normally, only one deterministic demand forecast is used to determine in what production assets 
to invest. For this study, five possible demand forecasts are generated with their specific 
possibility of occurrence. The scenarios generated are explained below. 
 

1. The first demand scenario is a base scenario (base). This is the scenario originally 

developed by the marketing and sales department. The possibility that this scenario 

occurs is 0.5. 

2. The second demand scenario contains 10% less demand compared to the base scenario 

(minus 10) with possibility of occurrence 0.125. 

3. The third demand scenario contains 10% more demand compared to the base scenario 

(plus 10) with possibility of occurrence 0.125. 

4. The fourth demand scenario is the base scenario with 30% less demand for products 1 

and 2. This demand scenario (inno low) occurs with probability 0.125.  

5. The fifth demand scenario is the base scenario with 30% more demand for products 1 

and 2. This demand scenario (inno plus) occurs with probability 0.125.  

Figure 8 shows the development of customer demand over time for all scenarios. 
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Figure 8: Customer demand development 

As figure 8 shows, the overall customer demand increases over time. However, for every 
scenario, the demand growth is driven by different products. The capacity that is needed in the 
future depends on the capacity that is needed for every individual product, therefore every 
demand scenario may require other investment decisions if only that scenario is considered in 
isolation.  

6.1.4 Required Rate of Return 

The discount factor of future cash flows is defined by the required rate of return that is defined 
for future cash flows of DSM Dyneema. The required rate of return used in this project is given 
by x. 

6.2. Implementation of the Mathematical Model in Software Package 

The developed model is too complex to solve by hand, therefore a software package is needed 
to solve the model within reasonable time. This section first discusses how the software package 
is selected. Secondly, the optimization solver which is used to solve the model is introduced. 

6.2.1. Selection of Software Package 

The model that is developed within this project is a mixed integer linear programming (MILP) 
model. DSM Dyneema wanted the model to be implemented in a free software package to 
increase the chance that the model would successfully implemented within the company. The 
software package already available at DSM Dyneema were identified, however, only the Excel 
Solver seemed to be suitable for solving MILP models. After a first analysis of the number of 
variables and constraints of the developed model it became clear that the Excel Solver would 
not be powerful enough to solve the model within reasonable time.  
 
After this conclusion, open source software was searched for, able to deal with the number of 
variables and constraints of the model. GUSEK was found to be an appropriate software 
package, especially because GUSEK is able to convert the model into a MPS format that can be 
solved by commercial solvers. In this way, the model could be tested with a commercial solver 
and the final GUSEK model would be implemented within the company. Moreover, GUSEK is 
able to read input files from Excel and to export the output to Excel, which seemed to be user-
friendly.  
 
GUSEK is able to read multiple input languages. The choice has been made to program the 
model in the GMPL language, because GMPL can be learned relatively fast. The model written 
in GMPL in the software package GUSEK can be found in appendix K.   

6.2.2. Selection of Solver 

First, the GUSEK solver was used to solve small instances of the model. However, if the model 
size increased, the GUSEK solver was not efficient in terms of branching strategy and was not 
able to solve the model in reasonable time. Reasonable time has been defined here as less than 
two hours. However, GUSEK was selected as software program, because it is able to convert 
the model in a MPS format. A commercial MILP optimization solver that is able to read MPS files 
was needed to be able to solve the program implemented in GUSEK. A solver that seemed to be 
able to solve models very fast and that seemed to be able to deal with many variables and 
constraints was GUROBI 5.0.1. Also a free one-year student license could be obtained for 
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GUROBI making it an interesting solver for this project. All model runs have been performed on 
a PC with AMD Vision A8 Quad Core 1.8 GHz and 8.00 GB.  
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7. Verification and Validation 

This section describes how the built mathematical model has been verified and validated.  
 
Sargent (2003) states that decision makers using information derived from the results of models 
are rightly concerned with whether a model and its results are "correct". The verification and 
validation of a model addresses this concern. Schlesinger (1979) defined model validation as: 
"substantiation that a computerized model within its domain of application possesses a 
satisfactory range of accuracy consistent with the intended application of the model". Model 
verification is defined as: "ensuring that the computer program of the computerized model and 
its implementation are correct". First, the model verification is discussed, followed by the model 
validation.  

7.1. Model Verification 

The model has been coded in GMPL in GUSEK. GUSEK has a built-in debugger that checks the 
correctness of declared sets, parameters, variables, objective function and constraints in 
addition to the basic coding errors. If a programming bug is found by the debugger, the type of 
bug and the code line are shown to facilitate debugging by the developer. The model has been 
built in modules and each module has been verified by checking if a solution to the model could 
be found by GUSEK. Thus, the GUSEK debugger performed the model verification to be able to 
run the model and to find an optimal solution.  

7.2. Model Validation 

The model validation methods which were found to be applicable and which were used to 
validate the model are: extreme condition tests, comparison to other models, and face validity 
(Sargent, R.G., 2003). The validation steps performed are discussed below. 

7.2.1. Extreme Condition Tests 

During random extreme condition tests performed on model parameters, sometimes an error 
occurred which said: "Problem has no primal feasible solution". After thoroughly testing the 
model, a constraint has been found that seemed to cause this error. The constraint that caused 
the error was a constrained that forced a variable to be semi-continuous with a value of either 0 
or in between a given lower and upper bound. Fortunately, this constraint turned out to be 
unnecessary, because there was no hard evidence for the requirement of the constraint. It was 
found that without deleting the constraint the converter in GUSEK sometimes built the wrong 
MPS file, which probably caused the error.  After the constraint has been deleted the error has 
not occurred anymore.  
 
The adapted model has been further validated with some specific extreme condition tests: zero 
costs, zero demand and extreme demand.  
 
Zero Costs 

When all costs are set to zero and the service level is set to zero as well, all products should be 
produced if enough capacity is available because investing in extra assets is costless and every 
product that is produced adds to the net profit that is maximized. The result of this extreme test 
reveals that indeed many investment decisions are made and all the capacity of PDY production 
lines is fully used for all periods considered by the model, however, in period 3, some small 
amounts of product 1 are backordered for the "plus 10" and "inno plus" demand scenarios, 
which are the demand scenarios with the highest customer demand. Only one line is capable to 
produce this  product before period 3. In period 3, the investment decisions for this product are 
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available for the first time, even with all investment decisions available, some of these products 
cannot be made in two demand scenarios. However, because the amounts backordered for the 
particular product are very low, the backorders only occur in the high demand scenarios, and the 
capacity of PDY lines including new production lines is fully used, the output of the model fits the 
expectations.  
 
Zero Demand 

When the demand for all products in all scenarios is set to 0, nothing should be produced. The 
result of this extreme test scenario shows that no PDY and FDY production hours and no 
shipments to customer locations are planned. Moreover, no investment decisions are made. The 
results are in line with the expectations. 
 
Extreme Demand 

If the demand is set 10 times as high for all demand scenarios and if the service level is set to 1, 
the model should give the output: "model is infeasible", because there is a limit on the capacity 
investments that can be made. The demand scenario "base plus" already requires a lot of 
capacity to be made, a demand scenario which is 10 times as much is not possible to be made 
anymore. The output indeed showed that the model is infeasible.  

7.2.2. Comparison to Other Models 

DSM Dyneema already has a model that verifies feasibility of the allocation of future production 
to all production lines at all production facilities. The model, built in Excel and based on the base 
scenario, identified that x PDY and y FDY lines should be built by YYYY to be able to produce all 
forecasted demand until YYYY. This conclusion was compared to the output of the deterministic 
MILP model developed in this project. The outcome of the deterministic model with a service 
level of 1 (all customer demand needs to be fulfilled directly) did not completely confirm the 
results of the model used by DSM. However, the outcomes of the MILP did not extremely 
deviate from DSM's feasibility model. After all, the developed MILP model differs from DSM's 
model because it searches the optimal solution rather than a feasible solution. 

7.2.3. Face Validity 

Two experts, x (Demand Forecast Analyst) and x (Production Planner), were asked to critically 
observe the solutions found with the MILP model. They took a close look to the allocation 
decisions of PDY production and FDY production to the production lines and checked if the 
production lines only made products for which they were capable. They were also asked if the 
proposed investment decisions followed their expectations. Both experts did not observe 
impossible production allocations or investment decisions that deviated strongly from their 
expectations.  
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8. Case Study Results 

This chapter presents the results that were found by the developed model for the case study 
performed at DSM Dyneema. As described earlier, the model should identify fiber production 
allocation decisions, fiber distribution decisions and investment decisions to acquire new PDY 
and FDY production lines, extra PDY production line capabilities and extra FDY winders 
resulting in higher production speeds. The proposed investment decisions of the model should 
help decision makers in making an investment plan that covers the demand for the upcoming x 
years.  
 
A sensitivity analysis is conducted for the deterministic model to investigate the impact of 
different settings of the estimated input parameters on the objective function value found by the 
solver.   

 
Five customer demand scenarios have been investigated in this study. Each demand scenario is 
solved with the deterministic model in isolation. After which, the demand scenarios are assigned 
probabilities of occurrence and solved with the stochastic two-stage MILP model.  
 
First an overview of the cost structure is given for the base scenario. Subsequently a sensitivity 
analysis is presented, followed by an analysis of the five different demand scenarios individually 
and an analysis of five demand scenarios integrated in the stochastic model. Finally, the 
computation times are measured for the stochastic model if different numbers of uncertain 
customer demand scenarios are included. 

8.1. The base Scenario Cost Structure 

The base scenario with a service level of 1 is used to identify the total cost structure including all 
future periods. This cost structure gives insight into the distribution of different costs of the 
supply chain contributing to the total costs for the future periods. The costs that contribute most 
to the total costs are potential candidates for further investigation. Figure 9 shows the cost 
structure that is found for the base scenario with service level 1.  
 

REMOVED because of confidentiality 
Figure 9: Distribution of costs included in the model for the future periods 

 
Figure 10 shows the breakdown of xxx costs for each production facility. 
 

REMOVED because of confidentiality 
Figure 10: xxx costs for each production facility for the future periods 

8.2. Sensitivity Analysis 

For commercial solvers a sensitivity analysis for LP models is provided automatically. However, 
for MILP problems no sensitivity output is provided at all and the analysis should be done by the 
modeller himself. A sensitivity analysis determines the degree to which parameter values can 
vary without changing the fundamental character of the solution (King, J., Wallace, S.W., 2010). 
If the parameters can be varied a lot, the solution is stable relative to variations in the input 
parameters. A detailed analysis for each parameter is not possible to generate, but some 
conclusions can be drawn for the estimated parameter values that seem to be most likely to 
have different values or are likely to have a direct impact on the value of the decision variables.  
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The investment plan that is proposed for the base scenario is summarized in table 1. Each cell 
that contains information indicates when a particular investment decision needs to be made and 
the number of investments that are needed at each production facility. 
 
The base scenario with a service level of 1 will be used as a starting point for the sensitivity 
analyses performed. It was not possible to conduct a sensitivity analysis for all parameters 
included in the model, therefore three parameters are selected which values are based on an 
estimation. 
 

REMOVED because of confidentiality 
Table 1: Investment plan proposed by the solver for the base case with service level 1. 

8.2.1. PDY Production Line Investment Costs  

First, the influence of the investment costs of PDY production lines (���)5) to the solution is 

investigated. The results of the deterministic model for the base case  with a service level of 1 
will be compared to results that are obtained if the  PDY production line investment costs at a 
particular production facility are changed. The goal of this analysis is to find the interval in which 
the investment cost may vary without changing the investment plan of the base case. 
 
As figure 11 shows, the effect of the investment cost of new PDY production lines at a particular 
production facility does not change the objective value a lot. In the figure a straight line is shown, 
indicating that the solution is stable with respect to the PDY production line investment cost. The 
four cases with a lower and higher cost of 10% and 20% are considered. The investment plan 
proposed for each case only slightly changes with respect to the number and timing of capability 
investments at one of the production facilities, however, each capability investments costs on 
average only x% of the costs of a new PDY production line at a particular production facility.  
 

 
Figure 11: Effect of change in CILP at a particular production facility on objective value 

It is not likely that the PDY production line investment costs are more or less than 20% of the 
value used for the base scenario. Hence, the model is stable for changes to the parameter value 
of the PDY production line investment cost at a particular production facility. 

8.2.2. xxx 

This sensitivity analysis is removed because of confidentiality.   
 

REMOVED because of confidentiality 
Figure 12: Effect of change in xx at a particular production facility on objective value 
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Table 2: Investment plan proposed by the solver for the base case with service level 1 and xx. 

REMOVED because of confidentiality 
Table 3: Investment plan proposed by the solver for the base case with service level 1 xx. 

8.2.4. Available PDY Production Time 

In this project, idle time due to changeovers, maintenance and small disturbances is not 
explicitly modelled, but deduced from the total time. The percentage used to calculate the 
available times at PDY production lines is based on historical data. The effect of lower available 
production times caused by, for example, failures of PDY ovens is analyzed  for all production 
facilities. Four cases have been analyzed with 2.5%, 5%, 7.5% and 10% less available 
production times at all production facilities. The effect on the objective value is shown in figure 
13. The figure shows that the objective value decreases if the available production time for PDY 

production (0C)A,5,<) decreases with 2.5%, 5% and 7.5% at all production facilities. The 

problem became infeasible for a reduction in the parameter with 10%. This is possible, because 
a service level of 1 is used, also for periods 1 and 2 in which new production lines could not be 
available yet. Again, high changes in the objective value were not found and the graph shows a 
straight line, indicating a stable solution with respect to lower available PDY production times.  
 

 
Figure 13: Effect of change in TAP at all production facilities 

8.3. Scenario Analysis 

In this section, the five demand scenarios (base, minus 10, plus 10, inno low and inno plus) 
which are introduced before are solved in isolation. For every single demand scenario the 
investment plans are shown and compared to each other. For every scenario only the decisions 
made in period 1 are considered, because these decisions need to be made soon. If the model 
proposes to make an investment decision in other periods, there is still time left to gather more 
information about future demand uncertainty and to make investment decisions at a later 
moment in time.  
 
As described in the previous chapter, a suitable service level for this project is 95%. However, 
the model becomes infeasible for the "plus 10" and "inno plus" scenarios if a service level higher 
than 80% is adopted. This is caused by the increasing customer demand for products 1 and 2. 
The production capacity for these products is relatively small for the first two periods and cannot 
be increased in these two periods, therefore the service level constraint causes the model to 
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become infeasible for a service level higher than 80%. To overcome this problem, the backorder 
cost is used to model the service level implicitly. The backorder cost that is found to be high 
enough to correspond to a minimum service level of 95% is found to be x. Hence, in all models a 
service level of 0.8 and a backorder costs of x is used. Due to confidentiality, the proposed 
investment plans for all scenarios are removed. 

8.3.1. Base Scenario 

The investment plan of the base scenario with a service level of 0.8 and backorder costs of x is 
shown in table 4.  
 

REMOVED because of confidentiality 
Table 4: Investment plan proposed by the solver for the base scenario with a minimum service level 0.8 and backorder costs 

of x. 

8.3.2. Minus 10 Scenario 

The investment plan of the base scenario with a service level of 0.8 and backorder costs of x is 
shown in table 5.  

REMOVED because of confidentiality 
Table 5: Investment plan proposed by the solver for the minus 10 scenario with a minimum service level 0.8. and backorder 

costs of x. 

The minus 10 scenario has 10% less customer demand for all products in all periods compared 
to the base scenario.  

8.3.3. Plus 10 Scenario 

Table 6 shows the investment plan proposed by the model for the plus 10 scenario.  
 

REMOVED because of confidentiality 
Table 6: Investment plan proposed by the solver for the plus 10 scenario with a minimum service level 0.8 and backorder 

costs of x. 

The plus 10 scenario has 10% more customer demand for all products in all periods compared 
to the base scenario.  

8.3.4. Inno Low Scenario 

The investment plan proposed by the model for the inno low scenario is shown in table 7. 
 
This scenario has 30% less customer demand in all periods for products 1 and 2.  
 

REMOVED because of confidentiality 
Table 7: Investment plan proposed by the solver for the inno low scenario with a minimum service level 0.8 and backorder 

costs of x. 

8.3.5. Inno Plus Scenario 

The last scenario considered in isolation is the inno plus scenario for which the investment plan 
is shown in table 8. In the inno plus scenario, customer demand for products 1 and 2 is set 30% 
higher for all periods compared to the base scenario.  
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REMOVED because of confidentiality 
Table 8: Investment plan proposed by the solver for the inno plus scenario with a minimum service level 0.8 and backorder 

costs of x. 

8.4. Results of Two-Stage Stochastic Model 

The investment results that are obtained for every scenario in isolation differ from each other 
with respect to the timing of investment decisions and the number of investments which are 
proposed. To be able to make an investment plan while all scenarios are taken into account, a 
two-stage stochastic MILP model has been developed. The model finds an optimal investment 
plan for the situation in which each demand scenario is assigned a probability of occurrence. 
The probabilities assigned to the scenarios are shown in table 9. In the first stage the design 
decision variables are determined and the costs are calculated. In the second stage, the 
expected value of the operational decision variables is calculated. The sum of the resulting cash 
flows for the first stage and the expected cash flows for the second stage determines the NPV 
which is maximized.  
 
Table 9: Each scenario is assigned a probability of occurrence 

Scenario Base Minus 10 Plus 10 Inno low Inno plus 

Probability  0.5 0.125 0.125 0.125 0.125 

 
The investment plan that is proposed for all scenarios with their assigned probabilities integrated 
in the stochastic model with a service level of 0.8 and backorder costs of x is shown in table 10.  

 
REMOVED because of confidentiality 

Table 10: Investment plan proposed by the solver for the stochastic model with a minimum service level 0.8 and backorder 

costs of x. 

Only some backorders for the innovation products occurred at the end of the second period in 
the "plus 10" and "inno plus" scenarios. As explained earlier, this is due to lack of production 
capacity to produce product 1 and product 2 in the first two periods.  
 
The investment plan is based on the outcome of the first stage decision variables. For each 
scenario, also the operational decisions are determined. The operational decisions indicate how 
the production quantities are allocated to both PDY and FDY lines at all production facilities. 
Moreover, the amounts of products distributed from the production facilities to customer 
locations are also given for each scenario.  
 
Table L.1. in appendix L shows the amounts in mT of PDY products produced at each 
production line for all scenarios and all periods. This table does not show what particular 
products are produced at which facility. However, the allocation of production to facilities is 
given. Table L.2. in appendix L shows the amount in mT of PDY products produced at each 
production location for all scenarios and all periods. An overview of the amounts in mT for each 
PDY product produced at each production line for each scenario in each period could also be 
given, however, the table is too big to add to the appendix.  
 
Table M.1. in appendix M shows the amounts in mT of FDY products produced at each 
production line for all scenarios and all periods. The table does not show what particular FDY 
products are produced at the different facilities. Therefore, table M.2. in appendix M presents the 
amounts in mT of FDY products produced at each production location for all scenarios and all 
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periods. Also for FDY production, an overview of the amounts in mT for each FDY product 
produced at each production line is too big to add to the appendix.  
 
The distribution of FDY products for the base case determined by the stochastic model is 
presented in figure 14. The figure shows the amounts of fibers that are distributed from the 
warehouses to the customer locations. 
 

REMOVED because of confidentiality 
Figure 14: Distribution of FDY products from warehouses to customer locations for each period for the base scenario found by 

the stochastic model. 

Figure 14 shows that for each period most products produced at production facility x are 
distributed to customer location x. As can be seen, also a big amount for customer location x is 
produced at production facility x. In the first three periods, the amount produced for customer 
location x is even bigger at production facility x than at production facility x. Furthermore, the 
figure shows that production facility x produces fibers for customer location x too, although this 
amount is small. Another observation that could be made is that production facility x produces 
products for all markets while production facility x only produces products for customer locations 
x. Finally, it is observed that the amounts produced at production facility x are very low 
compared to the amounts produced at the other production facilities. In period x, it is observed 
that production facility x especially produces products for the customer locations x. 
 
The amounts distributed of each specific product for each scenario are also found, however, it is 
not possible to describe all the amounts in one table. Therefore, the sum of the amounts of all 
products that is distributed from the warehouses to the customer locations for the base scenario 
is given in appendix N. 

8.5. Computation Time 

The computation time of the stochastic model is investigated for including different numbers of 
demand scenarios. The computation times are measured for a number of scenarios varying from 
1 to 5. The relation between the number of uncertain scenarios included in the model and the 
computation time of the stochastic model is shown in table 11.  
 
Table 11: Relation between number of scenarios included in the stochastic model and the computation time of the model 

Number of scenarios 1 2 3 4 5 

Computation time model 1 second 4 seconds 8 seconds 20 seconds 27 seconds 

 
The computation time of the model is expected to grow exponentially if a lot more scenarios are 
included in the model. The model performs perfectly with respect to computation time if 5 
uncertain demand scenarios are included in the model.  
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9. Possible Extensions of the Mathematical Model 

The model developed in this master thesis project is based on assumptions made during the 
project in order to describe the case at DSM Dyneema as good as possible. However, some 
decisions that have been made are not entirely realistic. In this chapter, the decisions that have 
been made are discussed and the possibilities to change these decisions are explained.  

9.1. Backorders 

At the begin of the project, it was not clear what the length of the model periods would be. In 
discussions the potential candidates were quarters and half a years. In this phase of the project, 
also the choice between the lost sales principle and backorder principle had to be made. It was 
decided to choose the backorder principle, because customers seemed to be willing to wait for a 
part of their order if it was not possible to deliver it at once. At least, there existed situations in 
which negotiations took place with customers to agree on an extended due date. Especially if 
the model period of quarters was chosen, the backorder principle would fit the situation well.  
 
However, after implementing the mathematical model in GUSEK, the computation time became 
too long. At this point of the project, the model was solved with the solver in the GUSEK 
software package. This package would be implemented at DSM Dyneema and the model had to 
be solved within a reasonable amount of time, therefore the computation time had to be 
decreased by decreasing the number of variables in the model. The length of the model periods 
caused a lot of variables and as explained before, model periods of a year seemed to be 
detailed enough to answer the research questions. One of the disadvantages of the model 
periods of a year is that the decision for the backorder principle does not really fit reality 
anymore. It would have taken too much time to replace the backorder principle by the lost sales 
principle, because this had to be changed in the GMPL code and tested afterwards.  
 
Unfortunately, changing the backorder principle into the lost sales principle was not possible to 
be done within the time frame of this project. However, some formulas are described here for the 
lost sales principle. One new variable is needed: ��A,@,7,&, describing the amount of sales lost at 

period t, for customer location c, for product k, in scenario h. Furthermore,  formula 31 and 32 in 
the original model must be replaced by the following formulas (extension 1, extension 2 and 
extension 3).  
 

J �0�A,?,@,7,& ≤ �A,@,7,&
O

?MN
																																					Extension	1 

 

J �0�A,?,@,7,& ≥ �� ∗ �A,@,7,&																													Extension	2
O

?MN
 

 

��A,@,7,& = �A,@,7,& −	J �0�A,?,@,7,&																		Extension	3
O

?MN
 

 

9.2. Model Period 

At the end of the project the model was solved in 27 seconds with the GUROBI solver, which is 
relatively fast. It would have been interesting to test the computation time of the model with 
shorter model periods included in the model. A smaller model period would result in more 
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variables and a longer computation time. If the computation time does not increase a lot, the 
result of a stochastic model that deals with six month periods, for example, could then be 
compared to the result of yearly periods. Changing the model period takes time, because some 
changes have to be made to the GMPL code and a lot of parameter values should be adjusted. 
Unfortunately, there was no time left to change the model period. 

9.3. Speed Investment Options 

The number of winders installed at a production line determines the production speed of the 
production line. The speed of the production line increases linearly with the number of winders 
installed, which varies between x and xx winders. The number of variables needed to model the 
installation of every single winder is large, therefore, it was chosen in the first phase of the 
project to consider only the installation of a full winder set to limit the number of variables. For 
the case at DSM Dyneema, the extra production speed obtained by installing a winder set 
seemed to be low. The model did not advise any winder installation, because the extra speed 
resulting from this investment is too low considering the investment costs for the installation of 
the full winder set.  
 
However, in cases where linear speed investments are possible that significantly improve the 
production speeds of production lines, single "winder" investments can be considered by adding  
extra constraints to the model. By adding similar types of constraints  as constraint 19 in the 
model, the number of winder investment options can be easily increased. Though, the 
computation time will increase with the number of investment options considered.  
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10. Conclusions and Recommendations 

This chapter gives an overview of conclusions and recommendations that can be made based 
on the research done in this project. The first section presents the conclusions of this research 
and the second section explains the recommendations for both DSM Dyneema and academic 
literature. 

10.1. Conclusions for DSM Dyneema 

At the beginning of the project the research question and some sub questions were defined. In 
order to answer these questions a stochastic two-stage MILP model has been developed. The 
model is used to optimize production, distribution and investment decisions for the fiber 
production supply chain of DSM Dyneema. The questions that were formulated can be 
partitioned in design related questions and operational related questions. The conclusions for 
both types of questions are discussed below. 
 
Design related 

DSM Dyneema wanted to know what fiber production line decisions, production line speed 
improvement decisions and capability investment decisions they should make at which moment 
in time. Five customer demand scenarios were developed for the upcoming x years. A minimum 
service level of 0.8 was formulated to satisfy customer demand and customer demand that is not 
satisfied is backordered. A higher service level than 0.8 was not possible, because the model 
became infeasible for scenarios with high demand for product 1 and 2. To overcome this, a 
backorder cost per mT of backordered product was introduced that increased the service level to 
a minimum of 95% for all scenarios considered.   
 
All customer demand scenarios were first analyzed separately. It was remarkable to notice that 
not a single investment plan proposed by the model was similar to one of the other scenarios. 
Making an investment decision based on the individual scenarios is therefore problematic. 
However, an investment decision has to be made now, because it takes time to implement an 
investment decision. The investment decisions proposed by the stochastic model which result in 
a minimum fulfillment of 80% of all customer orders and maximizes the NPV is: 
 
REMOVED because of confidentiality 
 
The investment decisions that need to be made in the first period should help DSM Dyneema in 
their current decision making process. Nothing should be done with the decisions that need to 
be made in later periods, because these decisions are based on the information of customer 
demand that is available now. At the beginning of later periods, more will be known about the 
customer demand for the following years and the model will probably propose other investment 
decisions. 
 

Operational related 

Another question raised by DSM Dyneema was to determine to which production line what fiber 
production should be allocated over time and from which warehouse what amount of fibers 
should be transported to the customer locations over time. These decisions depend on the 
scenario that occurs. In order to give a quantitative answer for the production allocation and fiber 
distribution decisions, the uncertain demand should be revealed first. For every demand 
scenario with given probability of occurrence, the model reveals for both PDY and FDY 
production on which production line a specific product should be produced in which period. 
Moreover, for each specific product the model shows what amount should be distributed from 
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which warehouse to which customer location. Because a consideration of every single product 
for each demand scenario will not be possible, some basic insights will be given below. 
 

• Fibers are first allocated to one production facility. The variable production costs per mT 

of products produced at  that facility are significantly lower than the other locations which 

even compensates for the distribution costs. 

• Fibers are allocated to another facility if there is no capacity available at the first or if the 

products can only be made at that facility. 

• The new PDY and FDY production lines that will be available in xxxx after an investment 

decision is made in xxxx will for all demand scenarios initially be used for the production 

of the products: product 1 and product 2. 

10.2. Conclusions for Academic Literature 

The model described in this master thesis project fits the production environment of DSM 
Dyneema, but is not directly applicable to any other company that needs a strategic investment 
model. However, the model consists a lot of characteristics that will also be usable for models 
developed for other companies, especially companies within the process industry. 
 
Although, a lot of models found in literature describe useful mathematical formulations at the 
strategic level, including investments in plants and warehouses, similar formulations at a more 
detailed level are hardly found. The model developed in this master thesis project is different 
from most other models found in literature, because it considers investments in specific 
production lines, investments to increase the capability of a specific production line and 
investments in production line speeds. The combination of detailed investments and the two-
stage formulation to deal with uncertain customer demand, as is developed in this master thesis, 
has not been studied before. Moreover, the model developed within this master thesis project 
was able to find a solution in 27 seconds. Therefore, it is be possible to extend the model and 
still find solutions within reasonable time.  

10.3. Recommendations for DSM Dyneema 

Two types of recommendations for DSM Dyneema are given: Recommendations based on the 
conclusions and recommendations bases on insights gathered during the execution of the 
project. First, recommendations based on the conclusions are given: 
 

• REMOVED because of confidentiality 

• Change the current strategy from allocating production to one production facility first to 

allocating production to another production facility first. Use the first production facility  

especially for products that cannot be made at the other production facility and if no 

production capacity is left at the other production facility. 

• REMOVED because of confidentiality 

Secondly, the recommendations based on insights gathered during the project are: 
 

• Before strategic and tactical decisions can be made with respect to one of the production 

facilities, detailed information about the available production lines and their capabilities 

should be gathered.  
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• Determine precisely how the number of employees in a labor shift that are needed for 

PDY and FDY production at a facility changes with respect to changes in the number of 

planned production hours at a facility.  

• The utilization of production lines at some production facilities increases in the upcoming 

x years. Make sure that employees are hired and trained timely to make full use of the 

required capacity. 

• Develop an operational planning model that can be used daily to determine the short 

term scheduling of production to the production lines. 

10.4. Recommendations for Academic Literature 

Some subjects are identified that are suitable for further research. 
 
Firstly, the model assumes that it is known for every production line what products can be made 
on the production line after an investment and what the investment costs are to make a 
production line capable for a certain product. Especially at one of the production facilities it was 
not completely certain what capabilities could be obtained after a capability investment. A useful 
contribution would be to also include uncertain capability investment options in the model. Levis 
and Papageorgiou (2004) included the chance of successful clinical trials and the effect on 
customer demand in their model. This idea could be used to extend the model developed in this 
project.  
 
Secondly, the model assumes that the production process is not disturbed if a new asset is 
installed. This assumption was valid for this project, however, it could be possible that production 
must be stopped for a specific period to install new production assets or to upgrade the 
technology of a current asset in another production environment. Especially if the installation of a 
new asset disturbs the production process for a long time, this adjustment would be interesting.  
 
Thirdly, it is assumed that the changeover times are small enough so that it is possible to not   
explicitly model them. At other companies, the changeover times may be huge compared to the 
changeover times applicable for this project. An extension to the work by including change 
overtimes will make the model applicable to more types of businesses. However, including 
change overtimes as done by Langeveld (2008) will require the introduction of more integer 
variables that will make the model more complex. 
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List of Definitions 

 
A-grade:  Products that meet all quality requirements. A-grade products are   
   sold for the normal price. 
 
B-grade:  Products that do not fully meet the quality requirements. B-grade   
   products are sold for a lower price. 
 
Backorder:   For demand of a fiber product in metric Tonnes (mT) that cannot   
   be fulfilled within a period a penalty cost is paid. If a backorder   
   occurs, the unfilled demand will be added to the fiber demand of a  
   customer location of the next period. The backorder is not forced   
   to be fulfilled the next period. 
 
Capability:  The capability of a production line indicates what products can be   
   produced on the production line. 
 
Demand scenarios: Due to uncertainty of customer demand for the upcoming x years,   
   several demand scenario's are defined that describe different   
   demand forecasts. Every demand scenario occurs with a certain   
   probability and describes for every product, period and customer   
   the amount that will be ordered.  
 
Discount factor: The required rate of return for all cash flows evaluated within the   
   model. 
 
Implementation time: Time it takes from the moment that the investment decision to   
   invest in a new resource is made to the moment that the    
   installation of a new resource is finished and the resource is   
   available for production. 
 
Installation time: Time it takes to technically install a new resource, for example an   
   extra winder. 
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List of Abbreviations 

 
CAPEX capital expenditure 
 
FDY  fully drawn yarn 
 
FS  fiber solutions, fibers sold by DSM Dyneema 
 
GMPL  code used to implement the mathematical model in a software package 
 
GUSEK  software package  
 
kT  kilo ton, equivalent to 1.000.000 kg 
 
MILP  mixed integer linear program 
 
mT  metric ton, equivalent to 1.000 kg 
 
NPV  net present value 
 
PDY  partially drawn yarn 
 
SAP  information system of the company 
 
SCDR  supply chain delivery reliability 
 
SLA  service level agreement 
 
TU/e  Eindhoven University of Technology 
 
UD  unidirectional materials, specially woven fibers 
 

UH ultra-high, formally an abbreviation of UHMWPE, which means ultra high 
molecular weight poly ethylene, these are the powders produced by DSM 
Dyneema 
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Appendix A: Literature Review 

  

multi 

plant 

multi 

product 

multi 

period 

investments 

in new 

production  

lines  

investments 

in 

production 

line 

capabilities 

investments  

in 

production 

line speed 

implementation 

time of 

investment 

production-

line 

allocation 

volume 

flexibility 

distribution 

decisions MILP 

determinstic

/ stochastic 

multiple 

stages # Y 

Al-Qahtani, Elkamel and Ponnambalam (2008) N Y N Y N N N N Y N Y S Y 5 

Chen, Yuan and Lee (2007 ) Y Y Y N N N N N N Y Y S Y 6 

Cochran and Uribe (2005) N Y N Y N N N N N N Y D N 3 

Dal-Mas, Giaro la, Zamboni, Bezzo (201 1) Y Y Y N N N N N Y Y Y S Y 7 

Das and Sengupta (2009) Y Y Y Y N N N N Y Y Y S N 7 

Ferrio, Wass ick (2 008) Y Y N Y N N N N Y Y Y S N 6 

Guillén, Mele, Bagajewicz, Espuna, Puigjaner (2005) Y Y Y N N N N N Y Y Y S Y 7 

Gupta and Maranas (2000) Y Y N N N N N Y Y Y N S Y 6 

Kallrath (2002) Y Y Y Y N N Y Y Y Y Y D N 9 

Kanyalkar and Adil (2005) Y Y Y N N N N N Y Y N D N 5 

Lainez,  Kopanos, Espuna and Puigjaner (2009 ) Y Y Y Y N N Y N Y Y Y D N 8 

Langeveld (2008) Y Y Y N N N N Y Y Y Y D N 7 

Levis and Papageorgiou (2004) Y Y Y Y Y N Y Y Y N  Y S Y 10 

Liu  and  Papageorgiou (2013) Y Y Y Y N N N N Y Y Y D N 7 

Liu  and  Sahinidis (1996) N Y N Y N N N N Y Y Y S Y 6 

Longinidis and Georgiadis (2011) Y Y Y N N N N N Y Y Y S Y 7 

Naraharisetti, Karimi and Srinivasan (2008) Y Y Y Y N N Y N Y Y Y D N 8 

Oh and Karimi (2004) Y Y Y Y N N Y N Y N Y D N 7 

Papageorgiou, Rotstein and Shah  (2001) Y Y Y Y Y N Y Y Y N  Y D N 9 

Sabri and  Beamon (2000) Y Y N Y N N N N Y Y Y S N 6 

Sousa, Shah and Papageorgiou (2008) Y Y Y Y N N N N Y Y Y D N 7 

Timpe and  K allrath  (2000) Y Y Y N N N N N Y Y Y D N 6 

Tsiakis and Papageorgiou (200 8) Y Y N N N N N N Y Y Y D N 5 

Tsiakis, Shah and Pantelides (2001) Y Y N N N N N N Y Y Y S Y 6 

Vila, Martel and Beauregard (2006) Y Y Y Y N N N Y Y Y Y D N 8 

You and Grossmann (2008) Y Y Y Y N N N Y Y Y N S N 7 

This research Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y S Y 12 
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Explanation of characteristics mentioned in matrix: 
 
Multi-plant: 
The model considers a supply chain consisting of more than one plant at different production 
locations. 
 
Multi-product:  
The model is able to deal with more than one product or product family. 
 
Multi-period:   
More than one time period is included in the model. 
 
Investments in new production lines: 
An investment decision can be made to build a new production line in an existing plant. 
 
Investments in production line capability: 
An investment decision can be made to make a production line in an existing plant capable to 
make an extra product. 
 
Investments in production line speed: 
An investment decision can be made to increase the speed of a production line in an existing plant. 
 
Implementation time of investment: 
After an investment decision is made an implementation time elapses before the investment 
decision is realized and ready for use.  
 
Production-line allocation: 
The model explicitly allocates production hours for a certain product to a specific production line.  
 
Volume flexibility: 
The amount of a certain product that is produced on a production line is allowed to vary between a 
lower bound and an upper bound. 
 
Distribution decisions: 
The model explicitly indicates the amount of a product that is transported from a warehouse to a 
customer location. 
 
MILP: 
The model is formulated as a mixed integer linear programming model. 
 
Deterministic/stochastic: 
The model is either deterministic or stochastic.  
 
Multiple stages: 
The stochastic model is defined as program with more than one stage. 
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Appendix B: Schematic overview of DSM Dyneema's supply chain and 

goods flows (March 2012) 

 
REMOVED because of confidentiality 

 

Appendix C: Bill of materials including UH, PDY and FDY products 

 
REMOVED because of confidentiality 
 

Appendix D: Adjustments made to supply chain overview based on 

observations  
 
REMOVED because of confidentiality 
 

Appendix E: Subcontracting does not take longer than x weeks 

 
REMOVED because of confidentiality 

 

Appendix F: Changeover times at production facilities are small 

 

REMOVED because of confidentiality 

 

Appendix G: PDY and FDY production lines at the production facilities  

 
REMOVED because of confidentiality 
 

Appendix H: New production line investment options at the production 

facilities  

 
REMOVED because of confidentiality 

 

Appendix I: Winder investment options at FDY production lines  

 
REMOVED because of confidentiality 
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Appendix J: Capability investment options at PDY production lines  

 
REMOVED because of confidentiality 
 

Appendix K: GMPL code implemented in the software package GUSEK 

 
/* Sets */ 
set FACILITY; 
set FLINE; 
set FDYLINE within  {f in FACILITY, l in FLINE}; 
set FDYWINDER within  {f in FACILITY, l in FLINE}; 
set FDYWINDERX within {f in FACILITY, l in FLINE}; 
set WAREHOUSE; 
set CUSTOMER; 
set PRODUCT; 
set PDYPRODUCT; 
set UHPRODUCT; 
set PLINE; 
set PLINEY within  {f in FACILITY, m in PLINE}; 
set PLINEX within  {f in FACILITY, m in PLINE}; 
set PDYLINE within  {f in FACILITY, m in PLINE}; 
set PINVLONG within   {i in PDYPRODUCT}; 
set PINVSHORT within  {i in PDYPRODUCT}; 
set IXP(f,m) within   {i in PDYPRODUCT}; /*way of modeling set is changed because of  
       confidentiality*/ 
set SCENARIO; 
param T >= -1; 
param N >0; 
 
/* Parameters */ 
param D_mT   {t in 0..T, c in CUSTOMER, k in PRODUCT, h in SCENARIO}; 
param Service   {t in 1..T+1}; 
param price    {c in CUSTOMER, k in PRODUCT}; 
param tap   {t in 1..T, f in FACILITY, m in PLINE}; 
param taf   {t in 1..T, f in FACILITY, l in FLINE}; 
param fbgrade   {(f,l) in FDYLINE, k in PRODUCT}; 
param oprice   {k in PRODUCT}; 
param hurdlerate; 
param prp   {t in 1..T, (f,m) in PDYLINE, i in PDYPRODUCT}; 
param prfx   {k in PRODUCT}; 
param prfminwin  {(f,l) in FDYWINDER, k in PRODUCT}; 
param prfmaxwin  {(f,l) in FDYWINDER, k in PRODUCT}; 
param uf   {(f,l) in FDYLINE, k in PRODUCT}, binary; 
param cpfbalance  {f in FACILITY, i in PDYPRODUCT, k in PRODUCT}; 
param cupbalance  {f in FACILITY, j in UHPRODUCT, i in PDYPRODUCT}; 
param lt   {w in WAREHOUSE, c in CUSTOMER}; 
param value   {w in WAREHOUSE, k in PRODUCT}; 
param prob   {h in SCENARIO}; 
 
/* Cost Parameters */ 
param CB_euro; 
param CSTC_euro  {w in WAREHOUSE, c in CUSTOMER, k in PRODUCT};  
param CI_euro; 
param CTF_euro  {f in FACILITY}; 
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param CTP_euro  {f in FACILITY}; 
param CIW_euro  {f in FACILITY}; 
param CIUP_euro  {(f,m) in PDYLINE, i in PDYPRODUCT}; 
param CQPP_euro  {(f,m) in PDYLINE, i in PDYPRODUCT}; 
param CQPF_euro  {(f,l) in FDYLINE, k in PRODUCT}; 
param CUH_euro  {f in FACILITY, j in UHPRODUCT}; 
param CIT_euro; 
param CILP_euro  {f in FACILITY}; 
param CILF_euro  {f in FACILITY}; 
param CS_euro; 
 
/* Start Parameters */ 
param B_mT0; 
param stc0; 
param wi0; 
param ntf0   {f in FACILITY}; 
param ntp0   {f in FACILITY}; 
param up0   {(f,m) in PDYLINE, i in PDYPRODUCT}; 
param win0   {(f,l) in FDYWINDER, n in 1..N}; 
param lp0   {(f,m) in PDYLINE}; 
param lf0   {(f,l) in FDYLINE}; 
 
/* Variables */ 
var B_mT  {t in 0..T+1, c in CUSTOMER, k in PRODUCT, h in SCENARIO} >=0, <=1e10; 
var qpfo   {t in 1..T,(f,l) in FDYLINE, k in PRODUCT, h in SCENARIO} >=0, <=1e10; 
var qpf    {t in 1..T, (f,l) in FDYLINE, k in PRODUCT, h in SCENARIO} >=0, <=1e10; 
var wi    {t in 0..T, w in WAREHOUSE, k in PRODUCT, h in SCENARIO} >=0, <=1e10; 
var tqpf   {t in 1..T, f in FACILITY, k in PRODUCT, h in SCENARIO} >=0, <=1e10; 
var ai   {t in 1..T, w in WAREHOUSE, k in PRODUCT, h in SCENARIO}>=0, <=1e10; 
var ntf   {t in 0..T, f in FACILITY, h in SCENARIO} >=0, <=1e10; 
var ntp   {t in 0..T, f in FACILITY, h in SCENARIO} >=0, <=1e10; 
var win   {t in 0..T, (f,l) in FDYWINDER, n in 1..N}, binary; 
var qpp   {t in 1..T, (f,m) in PDYLINE, i in PDYPRODUCT, h in SCENARIO}>=0, <=1e10; 
var up   {t in 0..T, (f,m) in PDYLINE, i in PDYPRODUCT}, binary; 
var tqpp  {t in 1..T, f in FACILITY, i in PDYPRODUCT, h in SCENARIO}>=0, <=1e10; 
var tqpu  {t in 1..T, f in FACILITY, j in UHPRODUCT, h in SCENARIO}>=0, <=1e10; 
var lp   {t in 0..T, (f,m) in PDYLINE}, binary; 
var lf   {t in 0..T, (f,l) in FDYLINE}, binary; 
var tf   {t in 1..T, f in FACILITY, h in SCENARIO} >=0, <=1e10; 
var tp   {t in 1..T, f in FACILITY, h in SCENARIO} >=0, <=1e10; 
 
/*Decision variables */ 
var stc  {t in 0..T, w in WAREHOUSE, c in CUSTOMER, k in PRODUCT, h in SCENARIO} >=0, <=1e10;  
var pf    {t in 1..T,(f,l) in FDYLINE, k in PRODUCT, h in SCENARIO} >=0, <=1e10; 
var tpf    {t in 1..T, (f,l) in FDYLINE, k in PRODUCT, h in SCENARIO} >=0, <=1e10; 
var iw   {t in 0..T, (f,l) in FDYWINDER, n in 1..N}, binary; 
var tpp   {t in 1..T, (f,m) in PDYLINE, i in PDYPRODUCT, h in SCENARIO} >=0, <=1e10; 
var iup   {t in -1..T, (f,m) in PDYLINE, i in PDYPRODUCT}, binary;  
var ilp   {t in -1..T, (f,m) in PDYLINE}, binary; 
var ilf   {t in -1..T, (f,l) in FDYLINE}, binary; 
 
/* Objective function */ 
maximize z:   
 
-1*(sum{t in 1..T, c in CUSTOMER, w in WAREHOUSE, k in PRODUCT, h in SCENARIO} 
(prob[h]*stc[t,w,c,k,h]*price[c,k])/(1+hurdlerate)^t       /*(0A)*/ 
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+sum{t in 1..T, (f,l) in FDYLINE, k in PRODUCT, h in SCENARIO} 
(prob[h]*qpfo[t,f,l,k,h]*oprice[k])/(1+hurdlerate)^t       /*(0B)*/ 
-sum{t in 1..T, (f,m) in PDYLINE} (ilp[t,f,m]*CILP_euro[f])/(1+hurdlerate)^t    /*(0C)*/ 
-sum{t in 1..T, (f,l) in FDYLINE }(ilf[t,f,l]*CILF_euro[f])/(1+hurdlerate)^t    /*(0D)*/ 
-sum{t in 1..T, (f,m) in PDYLINE, i in PDYPRODUCT}  
(iup[t,f,m,i]*CIUP_euro[f,m,i])/(1+hurdlerate)^t       /*(0E)*/ 
-sum{t in 1..T, (f,l) in FDYWINDER, n in 2..N} (iw[t,f,l,n]*CIW_euro[f])/(1+hurdlerate)^t  /*(0F)*/ 
-sum{t in 1..T, (f,m) in PDYLINE, i in PDYPRODUCT, h in SCENARIO} 
(prob[h]*tpp[t,f,m,i,h]*prp[t,f,m,i]*CQPP_euro[f,m,i])/(1+hurdlerate)^t    /*(0G)*/ 
-sum{t in 1..T, (f,l) in FDYLINE, k in PRODUCT, h in SCENARIO} 
(prob[h]*pf[t,f,l,k,h]*CQPF_euro[f,l,k])/(1+hurdlerate)^t      /*(0H)*/ 
-sum{t in 1..T, f in FACILITY, h in SCENARIO} (prob[h]*tf[t,f,h]*CTF_euro[f])/(1+hurdlerate)^t /*(0I)*/ 
-sum{t in 1..T, f in FACILITY, h in SCENARIO} (prob[h]*tp[t,f,h]*CTP_euro[f])/(1+hurdlerate)^t /*(0J)*/ 
-sum{t in 1..T, f in FACILITY, j in UHPRODUCT, h in SCENARIO} 
(prob[h]*tqpu[t,f,j,h]*CUH_euro[f,j])/(1+hurdlerate)^t      /*(0K)*/ 
-sum{t in 1..T, c in CUSTOMER, w in WAREHOUSE, k in PRODUCT, h in SCENARIO} 
(prob[h]*stc[t,w,c,k,h]*CSTC_euro[w,c,k])/(1+hurdlerate)^t     /*(0L)*/ 
-sum{t in 1..T+1, c in CUSTOMER, k in PRODUCT, h in SCENARIO} 
(prob[h]*B_mT[t,c,k,h]*CB_euro)/(1+hurdlerate)^t      /*(0M)*/ 
-sum{t in 1..T, w in WAREHOUSE, k in PRODUCT, h in SCENARIO} 
(prob[h]*ai[t,w,k,h]*CS_euro)/(1+hurdlerate)^t       /*(0N)*/ 
-sum{t in 1..T, w in WAREHOUSE, k in PRODUCT, h in SCENARIO}  
(prob[h]*ai[t,w,k,h]*value[w,k]*CI_euro)/(1+hurdlerate)^t      /*(0O)*/ 
-sum{t in 1..T, w in WAREHOUSE, k in PRODUCT, c in CUSTOMER, h in 
SCENARIO}(prob[h]*lt[w,c]*stc[t,w,c,k,h]*value[w,k]*CIT_euro)/(1+hurdlerate)^t);   /*(0P)*/ 
 
/*Constraints*/ 
 
/* Investment decisions for the production of PDY*/ 
s.t. Newplineinvestment1 {t in 1..T, (f,m) in PLINEY}: lp[t,f,m]-lp[t-1,f,m]-ilp[t-2,f,m]=0;  /*(1)*/ 
s.t. Newplineinvestment2 {t in 1..T, (f,m) in PLINEX}: lp[t,f,m]-lp[t-1,f,m]-ilp[t-1,f,m]=0;  /*(2)*/ 
s.t. Capabinvestment1{t in 1..T, (f,m) in PDYLINE, i in PINVLONG}:  
up[t,f,m,i]-up[t-1,f,m,i]-iup[t-2,f,m,i]=0;        /*(3)*/ 
s.t. Capabinvestment2{t in 1..T, (f,m) in PDYLINE, i in PINVSHORT}:  
up[t,f,m,i]-up[t-1,f,m,i]-iup[t-1,f,m,i]=0;        /*(4)*/ 
 
/*Investment decisions for the production of FDY*/ 
s.t. Newflineinvestment1 {t in 1..T, (f,l) in FDYWINDER}: lf[t,f,l]-lf[t-1,f,l]-ilf[t-2,f,l]=0;  /*(5)*/ 
s.t. Newflineinvestment2 {t in 1..T, (f,l) in FDYWINDERX}: lf[t,f,l]-lf[t-1,f,l]-ilf[t-1,f,l]=0;  /*(6)*/ 
s.t. Winderinvestment {t in 1..T, (f,l) in FDYWINDER, n in 1..N}:  
win[t,f,l,n]-win[t-1,f,l,n]-iw[t-1,f,l,n]=0;        /*(7)*/ 
 
/* Supply of UH products*/ 
s.t. UHsupply{t in 1..T, f in FACILITY, j in UHPRODUCT, h in SCENARIO}:  
sum{i in PDYPRODUCT} tqpp[t,f,i,h]*cupbalance[f,j,i]=tqpu[t,f,j,h];    /*(8)*/ 
 
/*Production of PDY products*/ 
s.t. Plineavailable {t in 1..T, (f,m) in PDYLINE, h in SCENARIO}: sum{i in PDYPRODUCT} 
 tpp[t,f,m,i,h]-lp[t,f,m]*tap[t,f,m]<=0;        /*(9)*/ 
s.t. Pcapability {t in 1..T, (f,m) in PDYLINE, i in PDYPRODUCT, h in SCENARIO} :  
tpp[t,f,m,i,h]-up[t,f,m,i]*tap[t,f,m]<=0;        /*(10)*/ 
s.t. Pproduction  {t in 1..T, (f,m) in PDYLINE, i in PDYPRODUCT, h in SCENARIO}: 
tpp[t,f,m,i,h]*prp[t,f,m,i]=qpp[t,f,m,i,h];        /*(11)*/ 
s.t. TotalQP  {t in 1..T, f in FACILITY, i in PDYPRODUCT, h in SCENARIO}:  
sum{(f,m) in PDYLINE} qpp[t,f,m,i,h]=tqpp[t,f,i,h];       /*(12)*/ 
s.t. PDYproductionratio {t in 1..T, f in FACILITY, h in SCENARIO}:  
sum{i in PDYPRODUCT, (f,m) in PDYLINE} (tpp[t,f,m,i,h])/(tap[t,f,m])= ntp[t,f,h];   /*(13)*/ 
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s.t. PDYteams {t in 1..T, f in FACILITY, h in SCENARIO}: ntp[t,f,h]-ntp[t-1,f,h]<= tp[t,f,h];  /*(14)*/ 
 
/*Production of FDY products*/ 
s.t. Flineavailable {t in 1..T, (f,l) in FDYLINE, h in SCENARIO}:  
sum{k in PRODUCT} tpf[t,f,l,k,h]-lf[t,f,l]*taf[t,f,l]<=0;      /*(15)*/ 
s.t. Fcapability {t in 1..T, (f,l) in FDYLINE, k in PRODUCT, h in SCENARIO}:  
tpf[t,f,l,k,h]-uf[f,l,k]*taf[t,f,l]<=0;         /*(16)*/ 
s.t. Windersequence {t in 0..T, (f,l) in FDYWINDER, n in 2..N}:  
win[t,f,l,n]-win[t,f,l,n-1]<=0;         /*(17)*/ 
s.t. xproduction  {t in 1..T,(f,l) in FDYWINDERX, k in PRODUCT, h in SCENARIO} : 
tpf[t,f,l,k,h]*prfx[k]=pf[t,f,l,k,h];         /*(18)*/ 
s.t. Maxproductwin1 {t in 1..T, (f,l) in FDYWINDER, k in PRODUCT, h in SCENARIO}: 
pf[t,f,l,k,h]-tpf[t,f,l,k,h]*prfminwin[f,l,k]<=win[t,f,l,2]*taf[t,f,l]*prfmaxwin[f,l,k];    /*(19)*/ 
s.t. Maxproductwin2 {t in 1..T, (f,l) in FDYWINDER, k in PRODUCT, h in SCENARIO}:  
pf[t,f,l,k,h]-tpf[t,f,l,k,h]*prfmaxwin[f,l,k]<=(1-win[t,f,l,2])*taf[t,f,l]*prfmaxwin[f,l,k];   /*(20)*/ 
s.t. FDYproductionratio {t in 1..T, f in FACILITY, h in SCENARIO}:  
sum{k in PRODUCT, (f,l) in FDYLINE} (tpf[t,f,l,k,h])/(taf[t,f,l])= ntf[t,f,h];    /*(21)*/ 
s.t. FDYteams {t in 1..T, f in FACILITY, h in SCENARIO}: ntf[t,f,h]-ntf[t-1,f,h]<= tf[t,f,h];  /*(22)*/ 
s.t. QPFOproduction  {t in 1..T,(f,l) in FDYLINE, k in PRODUCT, h in SCENARIO} : 
 fbgrade[f,l,k]*pf[t,f,l,k,h]= qpfo[t,f,l,k,h];        /*(23)*/ 
s.t. QPFproduction  {t in 1..T,(f,l) in FDYLINE, k in PRODUCT, h in SCENARIO}:  
pf[t,f,l,k,h]-qpfo[t,f,l,k,h]= qpf[t,f,l,k,h];        /*(24)*/ 
s.t. Totalproduct  {t in 1..T,f in FACILITY, k in PRODUCT, h in SCENARIO} :  
sum{(f,l) in FDYLINE} qpf[t,f,l,k,h]= tqpf[t,f,k,h];       /*(25)*/ 
 
/*Balancing the production of PDY and FDY*/ 
s.t. BalancingPF {t in 1..T, f in FACILITY, i in PDYPRODUCT, h in SCENARIO}: 
 tqpp[t,f,i,h] = sum{(f,l) in FDYLINE, k in PRODUCT} cpfbalance[f,i,k]*pf[t,f,l,k,h];   /*(26)*/ 
 
/*Inventory of warehouses*/ 
s.t. Yinv  {t in 1..T, k in PRODUCT, h in SCENARIO}: 
wi[t-1,'y',k,h]+ tqpf[t,'y',k,h]-sum{c in CUSTOMER} stc[t,'y',c,k,h]= wi[t,'y',k,h];   /*(27)*/ 
s.t. Xinv  {t in 1..T, k in PRODUCT, h in SCENARIO}:  
wi[t-1,'x',k,h]+ tqpf[t,'x',k,h]-sum{c in CUSTOMER} stc[t,'x',c,k,h]= wi[t,'x',k,h];   /*(28)*/ 
s.t. Ninv {t in 1..T, k in PRODUCT, h in SCENARIO}: 
 wi[t-1,'n',k,h]+ tqpf[t,'n',k,h]-sum{c in CUSTOMER} stc[t,'n',c,k,h]= wi[t,'n',k,h];   /*(29)*/ 
s.t. Averageinv  {t in 1..T, w in WAREHOUSE, k in PRODUCT, h in SCENARIO} : 
wi[t-1,w,k,h]+0.5*(wi[t,w,k,h]-wi[t-1,w,k,h])= ai[t,w,k,h];      /*(30)*/ 
 
/*Delivering products to customers*/ 
s.t. Requiredservice {t in 1..T+1, c in CUSTOMER, k in PRODUCT, h in SCENARIO}:  
(B_mT[t,c,k,h]-(1-Service[t])*(B_mT[t-1,c,k,h]+D_mT[t-1,c,k,h]))<= 0;    /*(31)*/ 
s.t. Backlog_mT {t in 1..T+1, c in CUSTOMER, k in PRODUCT, h in SCENARIO} : 
B_mT[t-1,c,k,h]+D_mT[t-1,c,k,h]- sum{w in WAREHOUSE} stc[t-1,w,c,k,h]= B_mT[t,c,k,h];  /*(32)*/ 
 
/* Start values */ 
s.t. initialB_mT  {c in CUSTOMER, k in PRODUCT, h in SCENARIO}:  
B_mT[0,c,k,h]=B_mT0; 
s.t. initialstc  {w in WAREHOUSE, c in CUSTOMER, k in PRODUCT, h in SCENARIO}: 
stc[0,w,c,k,h]=stc0; 
s.t. initialwi  {w in WAREHOUSE, k in PRODUCT, h in SCENARIO} :wi[0,w,k,h]=wi0; 
s.t. initialntf  {f in FACILITY, h in SCENARIO}  : ntf[0,f,h]=ntf0[f]; 
s.t. initialntp  {f in FACILITY, h in SCENARIO}: ntp[0,f,h]=ntp0[f]; 
s.t. initialup  {(f,m) in PDYLINE, i in PDYPRODUCT} : up[0,f,m,i]=up0[f,m,i]; 
s.t. initialwin  {(f,l) in FDYWINDER, n in 1..N} : win[0,f,l,n]=win0[f,l,n]; 
s.t. initialpdy  {(f,m) in PDYLINE}: lp[0,f,m]=lp0[f,m]; 
s.t. initialfdy  {(f,l) in FDYLINE}: lf[0,f,l]=lf0[f,l]; 
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/*Investment constraints*/ 
 
/*Capability  investment constraints*/ 
s.t. Possiblecapinv   {t in 1..T}   : sum{i in IXP(f,m)}  
 iup[t,f,m,i]=0; 
 
/*PDY line investment constraints*/ 
s.t. initialpinv    {(f,m) in PDYLINE}  : sum{t in -1..0} ilp[t,f,m]=0; 
 
/*FDY line investment constraints*/ 
s.t. initialfinv    {(f,l) in FDYLINE}  : sum{t in -1..0} ilf[t,f,l]=0; 
 
/*Winder investment constraints*/ 
s.t. initialwinderinv   {(f,l) in FDYWINDER}  : sum{t in 0..0} iw[t,f,l,2]=0; 
 
solve; 

Appendix L: PDY production quantities for each scenario for the upcoming 

x years 

 
REMOVED because of confidentiality 
 

Appendix M: FDY production quantities for each scenario for the upcoming 

x years 
 
REMOVED because of confidentiality 
 

Appendix N: Distribution of fibers from warehouses to customer locations 

for the base scenario 

 
REMOVED because of confidentiality 


